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BRIEF SURVEY OF CHAD 

Perceived as a large sedimentary basin sinking toward Lake Chad, the counttv 
covers an area of 1.284.000 square kilometers, which is 2.5 times the area of France. Its 
relief. whtch is as diverse as its culture, ranges from the mountain masses of the Tibesti 
region to the savannahs of the southern part of the country, and includes the desert and 
the Sahel. 

Its population, 4.5 million souls, i.e. three inhabitants per square kilometer, is 
relatively small. Chad is a landlocked country 1.500 to 3.000 kilometers away from the 
coasts. It 1s surrounded by five neighboring countries: Cameroon and the Central 
African Republic to the south, Sudan to the east, Niger and Nigeria to the west, and 
Libya to the north. 

Independent since 1960, Chad is divided administratively in?o fourteen prefec- 
tures, sub-prefectures, and administrative posts: 

I. Batha (Ati), 2. Biltine (Biltine), 3. Borkou-Ennedi- Tibesti (Faya-Largeau), 4. 
Chari-Baguirmi (N’Djamtna, the capital), 5. Guera (Mango), 6. Kanem (Mao), 7. IX 
(BOB, 8. Logone Occidental (Moundou), 9. Logone Oriental (Doba), 10. Mayo-Kebbi 
(Bongor). 11. Moyen Chari (Sarh), 12. Ouaddai (Abeche). 13. Salamat (Am-timan), 14. 
Tandjile (Lai). 

The main cities, except for the capital, N’DjamCna, which has 400,000 inhabitants, 
are as follows: 

Sarh (50,000 inhabitants), Moundou (40,000 inhabitants), and Abkcht (32,000 
inhabitants). 

The urban population of the country is estimated at one million. 
At the present time, Chad’s economy rests essentially on animal breeding and 

agriculture, especially cotton; the country’s livestock was estimated at ten million head 
in 1984, and cotton production, estimated at I 10,000 tons, is the principal agricultural 
product, which accounts for nearly 80 percent of the country’s exports. Fishing which 
is poorly organized, is carried out in Dake Chad and the two main rivers, the Chari and 
the Logone, as well as in other small streams. Nonetheless, fishing amounts to 5 percent 
of the GDP (Gross Domestic Product), behind the forest-agricultural-pastoral sector, 
which amounts to 50 percent of the GDP on the average. 

Chad contains signi6c.ant minin8 resources, the only one of which to have been 
tapped is oil. A mini-re6nery project has been set up to cover the country’s internal 
needs. The per capita income is still low, i.e., the equivalent of $88 per year. Chad is 
self-sufficient in food production during periods of normal rainfall. 

The industrial sector is still poorly developed and is limited to the follow& 
cotton gins and cotton-spinning and-wewin plats (STTh cigmttc production by the 
M8nufscture de8 Ci@reWs du Tchad (MCI’); brewing by the Bmueria du roronC 
(BDL); cook& oil production by the Huileries de Moundou and Ah&h&, and lastly. at 



stations furnish most of the power and water in the large urban centcrs. 

The telecommunications sector, which was destroyed by the war, has been restored 
and is in full development, thanks to the Chadian International Communications 
Company (Telecommunications intemationales du Tchad - TIT). 

Althr igh the country is relatively well served by commercial airlines, Chad’s 
ground transportation network is still poor with 12.000 kilometers of roads and 20,000 
kilometers of trails. 

On the international plane, Chad is a member of the United Nations (UN), the Or- 
ganization of African Unity (OAU), the Customs and Economic Union of Central 
Africa (UDEAC). the Economic Community of Central African States (CEEAC), the Is- 
lamic Conference and other regional and subregional organizations. 

The country’s official languages are French and Arabic. 

Its national anthem is ‘la Tchadiennc”. 

Its flag is blue, yellow and red. 

H&in Habr6 has been president of the country since 7 June 1982. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At last. a spade is being called a spade. For the past fifteen years. Chadian patriots 
have been fighting Libyan military aggression and occupatton. 

Colonel Qadhafi has clearly and repeatedly proclaimed his determination IO annex 
Chad, which hc alternately calls Libya’s “living space” or “natural extension”. 
Qadhafi’s military campaigns in Chad were commented upon in great detail in the 
media and in private conversations (including in thr backstage of international 
politics). Colonel Qadhafi even had thr audacity IO stage troop withdrawals from 
C‘hadian territory for the benefit of the press (a sham of course). While at the same time 
denying his army’s presence in Chad in international forums. 

Denunciation of this aggression by international organirations could no doubt 
have checked the conquering colonel’s ardor. I:or a long time. however. t‘acts were 
hidden by Qadhafi’s smoke screens. Thus forced IO use the language of war. Chadtans 
took up this challenge by the powerful Libyan war machinr and tn an unprecedented 
burst of national spirit. inflicted dramatic defeats that laid bare Qadhafi’s colonial 
enterprise in Chad. The number of Libyan prisoners (more than 800 men and ofhcers 
as we are finishing this document) and the size of the military apparatus captured by 
the Chadian army proved it beyond a doubt. 

Staning in 1986, international opinion (whether the Organization of African Unity 
or Organization of the Islamic Conference) finally posed the problem as it was. 
officially approaching it as a Chad/Libya conflict. Yet. how long was the way from the 
day when the Libyan army first entered not-them Chad. to this new international 
awareness of the conflict! A way lined with thousands of bodies, misery and desolation. 
Chad wrote its plea with the blood of its sons. No text could better demonstrate Libyan 
aggression and occupation of Chad. This white paper has no other objective than to re- 
mind its readers of the aims, methods and ravages of Qadhafi’s expansionist campaign 
in Chad. and the threat it represents to the whole rtgion. 

By attacking and occupying Chad. Qadhafi is mocking the international communi- 
ty, individually and collectively defying the states in this community. 
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C-R I 

VIOLATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

BY QADHAFI 



HOW COLONEL QADHAFI VIOLATES 

INTERNATJONAL JAW 

For more than fifteen years. Chad has been the victim of an armed conflict which 
is the result of Colonel Muammar Qadhah’s dream of domination, i.e., of making Chad 
a springboard for the conquest of all of sub-Sahelian Africa. and even beyond. Oni,; the 
resistance of the Chadian people can keep this dre- I 41 L from being realized, especialiy 
with the collapse of Libyan troops in Pe campaign, which they began early in t 987. Rut 
it is quite possible that the Libyan colonel’s adventures will not end in Chad. if he realty 
wants to make this country the stepping stone toward his “Islamic Republic of the Sa- 
helian States”. For in seeking to dominate through force of arms a country the 
territorial limits of which are set by international agreements, the Libyan regime is 
lighting the wick of a conflagration which Africa has sought to avoid through the 
fundamental principles of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), namely the 
inviolability of the borders inherited from the colonial period. 

The time has now come, even as the ad hoc committee of the panafrican 
organization to which the matter has been referred is meeting in Libreville (Gabon). to 
describe the OAU’s efforts to find a negotiat4 solution to this conflict, which Chad 
would so willingly do without. 

The very principle of the inviolability of the borders inherited from the colonialist 
era when the various countries gained their independence, which is binding on all 
member states of the OAU, was adopted by resolution AGHIRES 16(I) during the 
meeting of the heads of state of OAU countries held in Cairo from 17 to 2 1 July. 

Trusting in the OAU, the Chadians have always thought that that organization has 
the appropriate legal means to resolve the conflict that pits them against the Libyan re- 
gime. The question of territory is at the root of all these upheavak From its inception, 
the ad hoc Committee of the OAU defined the real dimensions of the question, whence 
the correct decision that brought about the establishment of the subcommittee of 
experts (lawyers, cartographers) assigned to make an inventory of the points of 
contention. The committee was unable to meet subsequently because Libya, for 
obvious reasons, has Always sought to circumvent the issue. From 1977 to the present, 
Libya has maneuvered, oRen through the UK of force, to rcsoive the question in its own 
way, through subtcr!@, in short. It was not by chance that, as ear& as 1977 when the 
ad hoc Committee of the OAU was formed, the Government in Tripoli increased its 
miliuty pressure against Chad at a never equaBecl pace, under the pmtcxt of an internal 
conflict of which it had been the principal instigator for the n&s of its own cause. 

As early as 1970, while he was supporting this internal quarrel, Colonel Q&ha6 
timidly reveakd his expansionistic designs by pubbshing an o&ial road map of his 
country, which was distributed by the Fergila BooMop. The caption on this map 
clatfiy i1&41tes that the international bordcm shown must not be considered as 

tsiRectbeyucsu&cttomodi~tion(sic).This s&nvsAozouaski 



in Libyan territory. of course. The immediate result of this was that in 1971, there ap 
peared in Chad a Libyan military presence that was to increase markedly starting in 
I 973. From then on. it was merely a question of Libya’s expansion throughout the Bor- 
kou-Ennedi-Tibesti (BET) region up to the Chari River. 

Forceful action by Hissein Habre’s patriotic forces. then in the bush, pushed the 
Libyans back into the BET which became. from that time on, the scene of the bloodiest 
opera:ions. the outcome otwhich we now know. 

By sustaining the war and keeping it going on such a large scale, Libya wanted at 
the time, to give substance to its contention tha; there was no ChadianILibyan conflict. 
that it was merely a matter ot an internal struggle for power in Chad. At the same time, 
the fighting must have worried Chad to such a degree that it was more co lcemed about 
its own survival than about monitoring the entire expanse of its territory. 

This Libyan scheme actually did succeed for 2 time in diverting international 
attentton from the Chad/Libya orspute and in focusing commentary on the rebellion. 
But the diversion was short-lived. since the micro-groups established and equipped by 
Libya disintegrated by 1980 when they came into contact with the Chadian patriotic 
forces. 

In order to save its stake. Libya brought in its Islamic Legion and its own Army to 
wipe out Chad’s nationalist forces and install at the head of the country men who. as a 
token of their gratitude, renounced all territorial claims in the north. Thanks to the cu- 
riosity of the media, day by day for nine months in 1980. the entire world witnessed the 
Libyan Army’s attempt to kill off the nationalist forces in N’Djamina. 

When he considered that the work of his own Army was finished, Qadhafi came to 
N’Djamena to celebrate his victory with those who were under obligation to him, and 
hastened to summon them to his home to have them sign (under ludicrous conditions) 
a treaty merging Chad and Libya. But after only 18 months of resistance, the Chadian 
patriotic forces once again defeated this policy with a triumpal entry in N’Djamtna on 
7 June 1982. 

Openly proclaiming its determination to drive out any government in Chad, which 
did not pledge allegiance to it. Libya once again rallied its remaining men to form a bar- 
rier under its cover in the northern half of Chad, to reconquer the whole of Chad at a 
later date. The Libyan leaders even went so far as to demand the right of control over 
Chad. 

Disenchanted, their protkg& abandoned the Libyan adventure, a move which 
proved to be for them the road to salvation and rehabilitation. The Libyan Army of oc- 
cupation and the fragments of their Islamic Legion were all that remained. 

The pretext of “the Chadian Opposition** fell apart, and the Libyan Army, exposed 
for what it was by the victories of the Chadian National Armed Forces (FANT), hm 
been obliged to give ground since January 1987, leaving behind huge quantities of 
ultramodern armament and hundreds of prisoners, among whom are some wbo bold 
Ux highest grades in the Libyan Army. The sacrifice of the Chadian martyrs and the & 
termination of the FANT have succeeded in foiling Libya’s plans to distort tbe 
pro&m. Consequently, we are now facing the disagreement in its true dimensions. 

Although the Libyan Army has retreated, it has not evacuated Cbad completely. 
On the contraq, it is currently concentrated in the mountains oftbe Tibesti @on and 
is bringing in even more sophistbed and lethal weapons to resume tbe attack, as it be, 
dateseveraltimesiatbe 
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To spend such great sums of money, deploy such lethal and sophisticated weapons. 
and commit troops in such great numbers in Chad, Libya must hdve been convinced 
that it stood no chance at all of obtaining this territory by legal means. That is why Lib- 
ya preferred a solution by force of arms to any legal solution arrived at through the de- 
liberations of the ad hoc committee of the OAU. But Libya has failed even in the area 
of its own choosing. At the same time, Libya’s diversionary schemes have been laid 
bare, and no one can now deny that Chad is confrcntcd with Libyan military aggression 
and occupation. 

The Chadian Government, on the other hand, has always advocated a peaceful 
solution. Its continual requests for a convening of the ad hoc Committee of the OAU 
testify to this. Better still, Chad has been convinced throughout this decade tr nt the war 
could have been brought to an end, if the ad hoc committee had fulfilled Its nrssion ac- 
cording to its mandate. For the fighting that is plunging Chad, as well as the Libyan 
people, into mourning is an exercise in futility by the Tripoli regime in its determina- 
tion to conquer Chadian lands. 

Fortunately, the border between Chad and Libya is among the most precisely 
drawn borders in Africa. Its plan is beyond question: it has been re-authenticated on a 
regular basis by the administrative powers, and is defined by the following agreements: 

- The 14 June 1898 Convention between France and the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland defining these two countries’ possessions in Africa. 

- The 21 March 1899 Supplementary Declaration defining the borders between 
Chad and Libya. 

- The 1902 France-Italian Agreements reaffirming previous agreements. 

- The Convention for the definition of the borders between Tunisia and 
Tripolitania, signed in Tripoli of Barbary on 19 May, 1910. 

- The Supplementary Convention to the 21 March 1899 London Declaration, 
itself an addendum to the 14 June 1898 Convention defining the French and 
English possessions’ boundaries and zones of influence west and east of Niger, 
8 september 1919. 

- The 12 September 1919 Arrangement between France and Italy on the borders 
between Tripolitania, Algeria and Tunisia. 

- The (stillborn) 7 January 1935 k&-Mussolini Treaty modifying the bound- 
aries de&d by the 21 March 1899 and 8 September 1919 Franc+British 
Conventions. 

- Letters denouncing the 7 January 1935 &reements. 

- Resolution 392 (V) ofthe UNGA (UN oencral Assernbiy), dated 15 December 
1950, entitled “Pro&~ to adopt for defining the borders of former lWia0 
Colonies, in so for as they have not alreudy been set by international 
alwimfpmen~~. 

- The Treaty of Ftiendship and Good Neighbodiness between the Republic of 
Fmux and the United Kkgdom of Libya (10 August 195s). 

- The IO August 1955 letter from the French Legation in Libya to the Libyan 



- OAU Resolution AHG/Res. I6 (I) dated 2 I July 1964 on the inviolability of the 
borders inherited from colonial times. 

As can be seen on Map No. 1. the 14 June 1898 Convention between France and 
the Unrted Kingdom was the first diplomatic act clearly delimitating the Chad-Libya 
border (it was never modified). at a time when the ttacing of boundaries within French 
and British colonial possessions had not yet been completed. 

The 21 March 1899 Supplementary Declaration to the 14 June 1898 Convention 
defined the Chad-Libya border more precisely. 

Quote: 

“The undersigned, duly authorized by their Governments, signed the following 
Declaration: 

Article 4 of the 14 June 1898 Convention is supplemented with the following 
provisions, which shall be considered an integral part thereof: 

I. (about the Chad-Sudan boundaries) 

2. (rdem) 

3. In principle, it is understood that the French Zone north of the 15th parallel 
shall be bounded in the northeast and east by a line beginning at the point of 
intersection between the Tropic of Cancer (latitude 23” 27’N) and longitude 16’E (I 3” 
27’E of Paris), descending in a southeasterly direction until it meets longitude 24’E (21’ 
40’E of Paris) and then following longitude 24”E until it meets, north of the 15th 
parallel, the Darfour boundary that will be set at a later date”. 

End of quote. 

The 1 November 1902 France-Italian Agreements reaffirm both the previous 
agreements of 14 June 1898 and the Supplementary Declaration of 21 March 1899. 

On 8 September 1919 a Convention was signed in Paris as a Supplement to the 21 
Match 1899 London Declaration, which was itself an addition to the 14 June 1898 
Convention setting the French and British colonial possessions’ boundaries and zones 
of influence west and east of Niger. It confirmed the 1899 Declaration: 

“It is agreed that this Convention shall alter nothing in the interpretation given the 
2 1 March 1899 Declaration according to which the terms in Article 3-%e boundary 
shall then go in a southeasterly direction to longitude 24% (21’ 4O’E of Paris)“- 
taken to mean “shall take a southeasterly direction to longitude 24’E to the intersection 
of said longitude with latitude 19’ 30N.” 

This Declaration modified the 21 March 1899 Declaration by further clarifying its 
Articles 2 and 3. 

Giulio Prinetti stated on 14 December 1901 to the Itahan House of Representa- 
tivesz The French Government informed us some time ago that the France-British 
Convention dated 21 Much 1899 set a limit that France had no intention of 
ovm concerning the TtipoIi WiIaya, province of the Turkish Empire”. Gn this 
point, the views ofthe French and Italian Governments coincided. 

In 1902, negociationr were initiated to “further define the implications of the 1900 
commitmenfl**. 

An agreemat was reached on I November 1902. It was known as the Barr&e-Ptin- 
etti Dedamtion 8nd dro consisted in an exchange of lettem: 

it 
A let@ front Ekdre to Prlnetti dated 1 November 1902, tibm, stating that 

to fbther the commi~ts . 
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France admitted from then on that “each of the two powers shall develop freely its own 
sphere of influence at a time it shall deem appropriate, without action by one being ncc- 
essarily subordinated to action by the other”. 

The letter further stated concerning the “Tripolitania” boundaries: “It was 
explained c? this occasion that the limit to French expansion in northern Africa 
referred to in my aforementioned letter of I4 December. 1900, was indeed meant to re- 
fer to the Tripolitania boundary as indicated on the map attached to the 2 I March I899 
Declaration Supplementary to the English Convention of 14 June 1898”. 

“This interpretation does not now leave any difference of opinion between our 
Governments concerning their respective interests in the Mcditcrrancan”. 

The 14-16 December 1900 exchange of letters between Barr&e and Visconti- 
Venosta included a letter from Barr&e to the Marquis of Visconti-Venosa. dated 14 
December 1900 frcm Rome: 

“Following the conclusion of the 21 March I899 Convention, the French Govern- 
ment in response to the Italian Governement gave such clarifications as to resolve an) 
doubts concerning the implications of this paper”. 

Visconti-Venosta wished to get “more explicit assurances”. Barrere provided them: 

“I was (. . .) authorized by the Foreign Minister, because of the friendly relations 
between France and Italy, and with the thought that this explanation will lead to their 
further improvement, to inform your Excellency that the 21 March 1899 Convention. 
by leaving the Wilayet of Tripoli out of the influence-sharing it sanctions, sets a limit to 
the French sphere of influence regarding Tripolitania-Cyrenaica which the Government 
of the Republic has no intention of overstepping, and that it has no plan to intercept 
Tripoli’s caravan communications with areas concerned by said Convention”. 

The 12 September 19 19 Agreement modified the 1899 boundaries between Libya 
on the one hand, and Algeria and Niger on the other; it did not, however, concern the 
Chadian border which started east of Toummo. The terms of the preamble to the 
Pichon-Bonin letter exchange indicated that the agreement they were sanctioning was 
only partialz “His Italian Majesty’s Government and the Government of the French Re- 
pubiic have already agreed on the following points, while reserving other points for lat- 
er examination” (. . .) 

Lfrd it been ratified, the (stillborn) 7 January 1935 Laval-Mussolini Treaty would 
have modified the borders defined by the France-British Conventions of 21 March 
1899 and 8 September, 1919. 

Hlrdl it beem r&Be& this ‘Treaty” would also have concerned Tunlsla, French 
onLihy&flQeorandFrenchseululb. 

Map No 2 (attached to the stillborn vent) showed in a thick black line the 
modifi~tion that umM have aefxwM had this egrument bee15 ratMa& 

QadhaB cfaimr that only this stillborn ‘*Agreement** is valid. 
He maintains that all agreements previous to &e otil&ua o~cl of ‘7 January 1935 

are sot vaM bccople they were signed by colonial power8 in their own interests! As if 
be colonial powers in 193S! In fact, anything that suits 
anything that does not suit him is bad and has no legal 
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We shall see &low that the power-hungry colonel does not recognize (because it 

does not suit him) the agreements signed by sovereign Libya under King Idriss 
maintaining that the king was not free, that as far as he is concerned the said 
agreements are “full of hypocrisy”, their “articles are muddled”. and all agreements 
previous to the stillborn Laval-Mussolini “Agreements” “do not come up to the Libyan 
people’s aspirations and if history were taken into account, Libyan territory would extend 
beyond its present limits”. 

We shall see that Fascist Italy’s Foreign Minister Count Ciano used the same 
arguments to declare the 1935 stillborn “agreements” null and void. 

Indeed what Qadhafi is brandishing today, Mussolini had invalidated: yet while 
they contradict each other in what they say, the two men are pursuing the same 
objective. 

Qadhafi is obviously attempting IO justify what is not justifiable. because what he 
could not get through the USC of arms. he coulc, have got. if he were right. by peaceful 
means, according to the UN and 0.4U Charters and resolutions pertaining to the 
sovereignty and territorial integrity of member States. 

Why then is the 7 January I935 Laval-Mussolini “agreement” stillborn, and 
therefore nonexistent? 

This agreement, titled “Treaty of Rome for the settlement of French and Italian in- 
terests in AM&‘, called for transfer to Italy of a 114,~square-kilometer strip of 
territory along the Niger and Chad border. The Lava1 regime was thus hoping both to 
satisfy Mussolini’s lust for territory and to ensure his neutrality in case of a war with 
Nazi Germany, by attracting Italy to the side of the European status quo, i.e. the side of 
the 19 18 victors and the Versailles Treaty. 

Article 1 of this stillborn “Treaty” conditioned its implementation on a French 
promise for the completion of a Convention on Tunisia. The Ethiopian War and 
Spanish Civil War, in addition to Mussolini’s ferocious hunger for French colonial 
possessions, weighed heavily in Fascist Italy’s decision to abandon the agreement. 
which was never ratified. 

Like Qadha6, Mussolini wanted to acquire additional territory through war. The 
Tunisian Convention was never negotiated. Famcist Italy became Nazi Germany’s ally. 
On 2 December. on orders from his Government, FrancoisPoncct made an official 
dCmarche to Italian Foreign Minister Count Ciano, -king whether the Italian 
Government held the January t 935 Agreements as still valid. 

On 17 December, 1938 Italian Foreign Minbtr Count Ciano atstcd that the 
Treaty of Rome -wm neither rat&d nor b 
blstorll”. 

Below are the full text of the letters fawn Count Ciano to the French ambassador 
dcrtouacin~ the 7 January 1935 Agrcemen~: 
Quote: ‘*I .0.24.12.77 17 lYkcemhcr 1938 
1938 
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1935 France-Italian Agreements still operative and whether it felt that thesl Agree- 
ments could still serve as a basis for France-Jtalian relations. 

J answered that the importance and nature of this question were too real for me to 
give a final answer on the spot; it would require a more thorough analysis. 

J now have the honor to inform you of what fdlows. which confirms what 1 told 
you personally at the time. 

The 7 January 1935 France-Jtalian Agreements are made up. as your Excellency 
knows, of a Treaty on the settlement of our mutual interests in Africa and a series of in- 
struments closely related to it. 

Article 7 of the Treaty establishes that it should be ratified and conditions its entry 
into force upon the exchange of ratification documents. This exchange never took 
place. While constitutional procedures preparatory to ratification were started immedi- 
ately after the signing, ratification was never carried out. Ncgociations on provisions 
for the special Convention on Tunisia were never even initiated, a Convention which, 
according to Article I of the Treaty. was to have entered into force on the same day as 
the Treaty.itself. 

The France-Italian Treaty for the settlement of mutual interests m Africa was.ther- 
rfore. never completed. 

Besides these legal considerations, account must be taken of the fact that both the 
Treaty and the other instruments were based on very definite premises that were never 
confirmed in actual practice. 

As is known, in return for settling a series of questions, the 1935 Agreements were 
aimed at developing friendship and a relationship of trusting collaboration between 
Italy and France. Under the 1935 Agreements, Italy in particular agreed to considerable 
sacrifices, concerning both the rights of Italian citizens in Tunisia and the rights 
granted under article 13 of the 1915 London Pact, taking into account a just 
understanding and consonant attitude on the part of France concerning the needs for 
Italy to expand in East Africa. 

But France’s attitude, when Italy was forced by the Ncgus’ activity to resolve the 
problem of its reiationa with Ethiopia, and also later, did conform to its intentions. It 
was indeed quite the opposite. One only has to refer-without needlessly dwelling on 
them-to the various stages of events gone through since 1933. 

Besides, the January Agreements that were never implemented, as Your Excctlency 
noted in our conversation of the 2nd inst., have lost their meaning and can obviously 
not be considered as being in force today. 

In addition they have been superseded by history. 
CWerally rpeakin& they related to a genetal political situation that was rapidly 

overtaken by events following the implementation of sanctions. Moreover, the Consti- 
tution of the Empire mated fundamentally important new rights and interests. Under 
these circumstances, and for the sake of their improvement, Franco4taGan relations 
should not be based today on the 1935 Agreements; if these relations are to be 
~ISI&..A$~::,” must obviously undergo an examination mutually agreed upon by both 

. 
Sincerely 

End of quote. (Sied) Count Ciano 
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Acknowledging Count Ciano’s statement, French Ambassador Francois-Poncet 
replied: “Since ratification instruments could not be exchanged, following adjournment 
of the Tunisian Convention that was to precede this exchange, France is not responsible 
for Italy’s evaluation of circumstances that led Italy to wish for its adjoumment.There 
was, therefore, no actual transfer of territory since French troops continued to occupy po- 
sitions they had set up along the border, namely, Aozou, Couro, Tekro, Ouri, and 
Ounianga”. And this remained the case until Chadian independence, and 13 years 
after, when Qadhafi sent his troops to Aozou in 1973. 

So the stillborn Rome “Treaty” never came into force because Italy denounced it, 
which France then acknowledged. This stillborn ‘Trea?y’* was never ratified; therefore, 
neither exchange of ratification instruments nor publication in the National Assembly’s 
Record ever occurred. 

A treaty’s signatories, although endowed with full powers, are not qualified to 
commit definitively the state they represent. The chief of state is the only one who can 
sign, r; .ify and order publication (of a treaty) in the National Assembly’s Record. The 
parties in a bilateral treaty can bring it to life by ratifying it; or one of the parties can 
indicate its determmation not to ratify it. This is what Italy did when it refused to agree 
to be bound by the treaty. 

That is the reason why the st’.llbom Laval-Mussolini “agreement”has lapsed, it is 
null and void and without 1egaJ existence, does not bind any power and cannot be invoked 
against Chad nor any other power. Moreover, after 10 June 1940, when Italy declared 
war on France, the Peace Treaty signed on 10 February 1947 by the Allied powers and 
Italy, specified in Article 23, para I: “Italy renounces all its rights and titles to its teni- 
torial possessions in Africa, namely Libya, Eritrca and Italian Somalia”. 

Thus Italy withdrew from its dialogue with France concerning the border between 
Chad and Libya. 

Finally, to include everything concerning this stillborn “agreement”, Resolution 
392 (V) adopted on 15 December 1950 by the UNGA, entitled “Procedures for the de- 
limitation of the borders of former Italian colonies in so far as they have not already 
been set by international arrangements” recommended in para I: “Concerning Libya, 
the Libyan border with French tcrritorIee, inmofar as It bar not been set by intemi&ional 
manplIen~ be deIidted when Mya becoaptr lndepelrdcnt, threQ#a itefpdatlon 
between the Libyan rind Frtnch Governments asslste.4 should one or the other party re- 
quest it, by a third party sclccted by them, or failing an agreement, appointed by the 
Secretary General.” 

Pursuant to this RcsoIution, France (a colonist power) and the United Kingdom of 
Libya (an independent country) signed in Tripoli on IO August 1955 a Treaty of 

in Article 3, that *‘bath h@b 
LybWs k&tory on the one hand 

and the territories of T Af&Il8UldFFUWbfQISt~AMcr, 
on the other, are those -ntfJ ln fm!e umkd 
Kingdom of Libya was Wemde0nedIntheexc tetters 
attached in Annex I”, namety: 

- 14 June 1898 Francu-Briti Convention 
- 21 March 1899$up&mmtmyD&miontotbe c4xlvcntiun 
- 1 November l!W2 F-1 ts 
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- 12 May 1910 C‘onventlon bctwren the French Republic and the Sublime Door 
(Ottoman Govcrnmenl) 

- Y Scptcmhcr I Y I Y France-British C’onvenlic n 

- 11 Scptcmber I9 I Y France-Italian Arrangement 

The stillborn Laval-Mussolini “Agrccmcnl” was not cited: it was ignored. which 
established the obsolescence or nonexistence of the Rome Agreements. 

The IO August IV55 Treat: was ralified by both parties. 

!)n the French side. it was approved on 20 November 1956 by the French National 
Xasrmbly; .Ict No 5h-I 235 of 12 December I956 authorized ratification. 

The exchange of instruments of ratification took place on 20 February 1957. II was 
published and brought into foree by Decree No 57-436 of 26 March 1957. 

AlI conditions w’crc met for this Treal).‘s validit>-. II was approved and ratified. the 
cschangc of instruments took place. and it n-as published and brought into force. For 
the expansionist colonel. however, this treat>- is “full of h>-pocrisy”. its articles are 
“muddled”. and he does not recognize it because “the treaty” has done much harm “to 
the Libyan people”! 

yet legally this Treaty does exist while the stillborn Treaty of 1935 dots not. 

This Treaty. which was signed before the OAU was founded, is wholly consistent 
with Article 111, para 3. of the OAU Charter and the Cairo resolution of 21 July 1964, 
which stipulated that: 

“All member States shall commit themselves to respect the borders existing at the 
time they gained independence”. i.e. the borders “resulting from international instru- 
ments in force when the 0.41: was established”. 

Qadhafi’s refusal to recognize the above international instruments, although his 
refusal does not detract from their legal existence and validity. goes hand in hand with 
his quesrioning of a!1 boundaries defined in Annex I of the Tripoli Treaty, and therefore 
also concerns Tunisia, Algeria and all French-speaking states in West and Equatotial 
Africa bordering on Libya! Qadhafi’s hegemonic regime cannot change the course of 
history despite his excessive sophisticated war arsenal. 

This is the reasoa why for many years determined Chadian patriots dared to say no 
to Qndld’s expaashtist pro-slavery r&me. by thwartia# its expansionist actMties asd 
desims on Chad. They hnve fought, are R&tin@ and will fight for the Chadian si& and 
indkct~y for a4 states cont@ow to Libya whose borders are bei- qwrtieaed by the 
hegemonkregime. 

Colond Qadhafi, preoccupied with the link he thou&t was the weakest, is far from 
having achieved his goat ofuccupying Libya’s other neighbors so as to be in a positioa 
to satisfy his hegemonic and expansionist designs on the entire r-ion. 

As we saw earlier, Annex I of the Tripoli Treaty did not cite the stillborn Laval- 
Mussolini “Agreement”, which, therefore. could not be invoked against France at tbe 
time nor against independent Chad. in fact, CLuring discussions on ratification of the 
Tripoli Treaty at a Council of the French Republic meeting on 20 November 1956, SW 
retary of State for Foreign Affairs Maurice Faure stated: 

w 8 of claims Italy may 
have made on sbc Westi area under Mussolini pursuant to agreemeats sigaed (but not 
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ratified) with Pierre Lava1 (NatIonal Assembly Record. pzrliamentary debates. Council 
of the French Rcpuhlic. 29 November 1956. p. 2365). 

The border between Chad and Libya was defined with the utmost clarity by the 
Treaty of IO August I956 and thr letters exchanged on the day it was signed. as annexes 
in which both high contracting Parties recognizcd that between 

*‘Chat and Toummo,the border goes through the following three points (Map Ko.2): 
the Tokharkouri Gap. the Anai Pass and the point marked 101 (Garet Derouet el 
Djemel). 

The border between Chad and Libya is defined by two straight lines: 

a. The first line. from Toummo to the intersection of thr Tropic of Cancer and lon- 
gitude 15-E. It concerns Chad only northeast of its intersection with the Niger border. 

b. The second line. frr,m the point of intersection brtween the Tropic of Cancer 
and longitude l6”E. to the point of intersection between longitude 24-E and latitude 19’ 
30’N. This is the point where the Chadian. Libyan and Sudanese borders meet. 

As pointed out earlier. there is nothing ambiguous about this border’s legal 
foundation. 

Finally the Treaty of Friendship and Good Ncighborliness signed on 2 March I966 
in Tripoli by the L!nited Kingdom of Libya and (independent) Chad. and the Treat)- of 
Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Xssistancc signed on 23 December 1972 in 
Tripoli by Qadhafi’s regime and Chad in no way reopened the question of the borders 
inherited from colonial times. 

Article 2 of the 2 March 1966 Agreement granting “ease of movement to 
populations settled on either side of the border. within geographic areas” and citing the 
points quoted below implicitly recognize4 the international agreements and clearly 
(recognired) geographic areas groundlessly claimed by Qadhafi. They are: 

With reference to the United Kingdom of Libya: Koufra. Gatroum. Mourzouk. 
Oubaki, Ghat. 

With reference to the Republic of Chad: Zouar. Largeau. Fada. Bardai. Aozou, 
Wour. Korizo, Ounianga and Tekro. all illegally occupied militarily by Libyan troops 
until recently (2 January 1987). before the Chadian Nationaf Amxd Forces inflicted 
stinging defeats on the occupation army, ousted from all parts of the Burkou-Ennedi- 
Tibesti region, except Aozou. the last remaining stage in the total liberation of Chad. 

in spite of everything. in spite of irrefutable evidence that its troops occupy a part 
of Chad’s territon. the regime of the hegemonic and expansionist colonel issues denials 
and lies as it always has. Just as his representatives to international forums arc 
endlessly denying and lying. This was the case on 10 August 1977 in Librevilk where 
the ad hoc committee on the Chad-Libya disagreement set up by the 14th OAW 
Summit met for the first and last time. The subcommittee set up by the ad hoc 
committee, made up of lawyers and cartographers, to study dl aspects of the border 
problem between Chad and Libya, which was to visit the capitals of the parties in con- 
flict and the disputed area in order to assess the situation on the spot; its activity also 
was blocked by the colonel’s 

=lY 
their 
how 
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reasons as Hitler did, rejecting all treaties that do not suit him. and claiming rights 
based on vague and arbitrary historic considerations he invents for the bcncfit of a 
mythical Libya endowed with rights over its neighbors. 

The Security Council before which the disagreement was placed on 17 February 
1978, 21 March 1983 and many other times, was unable to solve the problem 
peacefully as Chad had always wished, because of Qadhafi’s hegemonic and cxpansion- 
is1 regime’s systematic refusal to cooperate. 

The charters and principles of the United Nations, the Non-Aligned Countries. the 
Organization of African Unity, and the lslamic Conference unreservedly condemn 
interference in any state’s internal affairs, threats of aggression, aggressive acts. the use 
of force. the occupation of territories, and the recruiting, financing and use of 
mercenaries. Therefore, all the states on the planet have a moral obligation when faced 
with illegal and reprehensible acts committed by one or severa! states. All states have a 
duty directly or indirectly to contribute to putting an end to such acts. Those state, that 
keep silent about Libya’s occupation of Chad. and about terrorist activities by 
Qadhafi’s hegemonic regime, are inciting and encouraging him to persist. at a time 
when condemnation or direct action would be a dcterrcnr. 

Because of past experiences, the Government of the Third Republic has no 
illusions concerning Libya’s negative behavior. Its refusal to engage in discussions to 
find a peaceful solution to the conflict that makes both countries adversaries is quite 
simply dictated by Libya’s lack of legal evidence. which it would have to produce to 
support its claims. 

Chad has always replied to the use of arms, the only language which the occupying 
power speaks, by resorting to conciliation and international arbitration, by the OAU, 
especially. 

The sacrifice accepted by the Chadian people to confront this aggression has 
already passed all understanding, and will continue until the day when the last square 
meter of our territory has been liberated. 

Africa shares responsibility for this tragedy. and must assume it or risk being 
condemned by History. The censure must be widespread, unanimous, to put Colonel 
QadhaG’s regime in the dock, as was done by some states on 27 February 1987 at Addis 
Ababa at the 45th session of the Council Of Ministers, when those states with 
determination, denounced and condemned the Tripoli regime. The OAU’s principles 
are simple: 

Sovereign equality of all member states; 
Non-interference in the internal affairs of the states: 
Respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of each state and for its 
inalienable right to independence; 
Peaceful settlement of disagreements through negotiation. mediation, conciliation 
and arbitration. 
The scrupulous respect for these principles is a question of honor and credibility 

for the j9an-African or&zsbn. Chad will remain Chadian. 
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Map Annexed IO the Rome agreements 
(7 January. 1935) 

Between Italy and France. 
for the settlement of Iheir mutual 

Interest in Africa 
This Treaty u-as never rarefied 

Thick black line: Proposed new boundar) 
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CHAPTER II 

WHO ARE THE AGGRESSORS? 

HUMAN AND MATERIAL RESOURCES L 



\%I10 ARE THE AGGRESSORS AGAINST THE 

CHADIAN PEOPLE? 

The Libyan .Arm)- has been in Chad since 19? 2. .A1 the end of that year. the .%-my 
I~trrally invaded the A07011 region. carrying out the wishes of Colonel Qadhafi, who 
had just dcclarcd that this arra. which covers 1 14.000 square kilometers. was an 
integral part of Libyan tcrritor!. I’he .Aozou Administrative District was vrn- quickly 
transformed into a military base intended to be used as a support base for other 
military opcratlons deep inside Chad. It was from Aozou that Libyan troops were 
drploycd throughout the entire Tibesti region in 1974. and the Borkou and Enncdi re- 
gions starting in 1978. Two years later. the Llhyan Army of Occupation was operating 
in almost all of Chad. From June 1980 on. the occupation was complete. 

In lY83. the I.ibyan occupation force, which had withdrawn to the far north of 
Chad at the end of 1981. was redeployed throughout the Borkou-Ennedi-Tibcsti area. 
Specific strategies aimed at the tota! annihilation of Chad were carefully worked out at 
each stage of the Libyan occupation. 

The first years of the occupation were marked by intense activity. systematically 
carried out by the Libyan Army and the People’s Committees, which was aimed at 
eradicating Chadian culture and “Libyanizing” the people. The people of the BET were 
forced to become Libyan nationals. as the first Libyan colonists were gradually settling 
there. This action led to the first clashes between Tripoli’s Army and the Chadians of 
Frolinat’s Second Army led by President His&n Habri. The reluctance of the Chadian 
armed units prompted Colonel Qadhafi to increase the human and material resources 
being sent to Chad. The Libyan troops used a lethal arsenal against Chadian 
government trmps for the first time during the fighting at Bardai in 1976. The clashes 
that set them against the fi@tting men of the !Second Army seem to have prompted the 
Libyans to decide to practice a scorched earth policy from that time on. The 106mm 
guns. the RPG’s. SPG’s, 23mm. I45mm; the BM-13. BM-16 and BM-21 Stalin Organs; 
and the heavy tanks caused incalculable damage a year later when the Libyans captured 
Bardai and Faya-Largeau. These towns were a distressing sight after the fighting, 
looking as though they had been burned to the ground and flattened by a bulldozer. 

In 1980, Qadhafi substantially increased his expeditionary force as well as the 
arsenal king used in the combat zone. He used his air force in the fighting for the first 
time. The giant bombers and ground support carried out the blind destruction of the 
capital and of the other Chadian localities being held by the Patriotic Forces. The 1984% 
1981 period was particularly trying for the Chadians who, for the first time, became 
fully aware of Qadhafi’s determination to remove their country from the world map. 
The most terrifying scenes were part of daily life. The combined action of the air force, 
tanks and guns of every caliber hit the Chadian civilian population, the infrastructures 
and the flora and fauna indiscriminately. other equally abominable criminal acts also 
took place, such as the summary executions of and tru&li-krtowtt psxwml 
poftatioms of young pk to Libya, tortu , so many extremely 
crinror colnmittod 
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The last hvc years constitute another stage of Libya’s aggression. i.e.. the all-out Li- 
hlanization of the Borkou-Enncdi-Tibcsti region. The systematic gcnocidc of mtn. 
women, and children of this region was organised. The torturers of Libya’s invasion 
army used torture, summary executions. and destruction by heavy armor and the air 
force cxtcnsively to silence the Chadtans of the BET region who rqccted the Libyan oc- 
cupation. All of the localities of the BET havr been subjected to indrscribablr suff‘ering 
during the past few y-ears. Defenseless women. elderly people. and children have been 
tortured. Those who have managed to escape the massacrrs have taken refuge in thr 
nearby mountains w*hcrr they were at the mercy of bad weather. which often has 
hnishcd some of them off. We must add to these the groups of compatriots who have 
died in the Sahara Dcscn while tying to reach the advanced posts of the Chadian 
.-\rmcd Forcrs at Kouba. Kalait, Monou or Zigucy. All of these crimes. which have 
caused thousands of deaths and orphanrd thousands of children. arc attributablr to the 
Libyan regime. and more spccihcally to Qadhah. 

Some pcoplc will ask why Qadhafi failed in hts plan to annex (‘had. The answer IS 
simple. The men who make up the Libyan Army were cast into the C’hadian war against 
their will. Forcibly taken from their famiiies, hastily trained. then unwillingly used 
against their Chadian brothers, the Libyan soldiers lack drive in military operations. 
The many Libyan soldiers and oficers who have been taken prisoner. most of whom 
are natives of the areas of Benghazi. Beida. Derna and Tobruk (members of the 
Gadadifa. the tribe to which Qadhafi belongs. are excluded from military operations 
carried out in Chad) have all asserted that this war is the exclusive doing of the chief of 
the Libyan State. Qadhafi’s madness has victimized the Libyans just as much as it has 
their Chadian brothers. This view is indeed the one that prevails, even among the ranks 
of the Libyan militaq officials. who openly show their opposition to the Chadian 
campaign. We know, for example, that Colonel Hassan Ishkal was executed for having 
stated that “the war in Chad is a nasty affair for the Libyan Army. which demands to be 
pulled out of it.” Nevertheless. such a statement clearly conveys the state of agitation 
that is progressively overtaking Libya’s working classes. The people have understood 
that Qadhafi’s military venture in Chad is fraught with serious consequences for their 
country, because it is destroying thousands of their sons and consuming billions of 
dollars of Libya’s national patrimony. The attitude taken by Qaddafi toward the 
parents and families of the soldiers who have died in the Chadian war is more cynical. 
Indeed. what explanation can be given for the fact that allowances paid to the parents 
or the famiiies of these men are cut off the moment they die or are taken prisoner in 
Chad. 

The strength of the Libyan expeditionary force and its weaponary based in the Bar- 
kou-Ennedi-Tibesti region before the last offensive of the FANT and immediately 
following the liberation of Fada clearly indicates that Chad is indeed QadhaB’s number 
one target. In his view the fact that the economy of his country is bled white or that his 
fellow citizens are being swept away by his adventure is unimportant. Ilsn*t this what 
prompted Lieutenant Colonel Abdallah Ahmat Khatcd Alshuki. taken prisoner by the 
FANT at Ouadi-Doum. to say that “Qadhafi is the main cause of all the ills to which 
the Libyan people arc being subjected.” 

Tripoli has concentrated 1.100 men. 23 bombers. 10 combat helicopters. and 5 
transport planes at the Aozou airbasc. This powder magazine is being protected by 15 
antiaircraft missile batteries from the SA 8 to the SA 13, in&ding the formidable ZSU 
234 (the flying at a very 
high attit statis. 

1 



Just as Aozou was used effectively to conquer the Borkou-Ennedi-Tibesti region. 
the base at Ouadi-Doum was designed to extend the Libyan conquest to those regions 
of Chad that border on the Sahel and the Sudan. After building a 4.000-meter-long 
paved airstrip there, the Libyans stationed eighteen bombers. several combat helicop- 
ters and transport planes at the base. The 5.000 men guarding this fortified town are 
equipped with two hundred T54, T55, T62. and BMP tanks, thirty BM21 Stalin organs, 
ten 107-mm LRM batteries, and twenty-five 122-mm batteries. The base is protected 
by 57 antiaircraft missile batteries, including two SA 13’s. twelve SA 6‘s. one ZSU 2314, 
and five PU 2’s. The sector is covered by four powerful radar stations: Side Net. Long 
Track, Flat Face, and Thin Skin. 

Farther to the south of Ouadi-Doum, the base at Faya-Largeau was protected by 
2,500 men, four bombers, two combat helicopters. three transport planes. sixty TSS. 
and BMP tanks. and six BM2l’s. *Antiaircraft defense was provided by thirteen ZSU 
23/4, SA7 and ZSU2 missile batteries. The entire complex was covered by two radar 
stations: Spoon Rest and Side Net. 

The other bases. i.e.. Ounianga-Kebir, Ogoui. Zouar. Yebbi-Bou, Zoumri. Kiour. 
and Gouro comprise 7,100 men in all. Stationed at Ounianga-Kebir. Ogoui and Zouar 
were six bombers. three combat helicopters, some transport planes, sixty-five tanks and 
five BM2 1 ‘s. 

Despite this large arsenal. the Libyan Army melted like snow before the irresistible 
thrust of the Chadian National Armed Forces. The by far too deadly arsenal 
concentrated by Qadhafi on Chadian soil was unable to defeat the fighting men of the 
Chadian National Armed Forces - not because the arsenal is ineffective. Contrary to 
one argument that keeps going the rounds, in no way does the clumsiness of the Libyan 
tanks diminish their lethal capabilities. It must be recalled in this connection that, as is 
the case with bornbets, heavy tanks merely provide suppo~ for the action of troops 
equipped with guns ranging from 12.7.mm to the 107-mm, including the 14.5 and the 
2%mm’s mounted on light, all-terrain vehicles. 

THE ISLAMIC LEGION 
This mercenary corps is a motley group of men recruited in various African 

countries. The Islamic Legion has been present in Chad since the be#nning of the Liby- 
an aggression. The idea behind the formation of this group is based on three main rea- 
sons. which mesh perfectly with the designs of its initiator to destabilize all of Africa. 
Because he dreams of governing all of the countries that comprise the Sahel. Qadhafi 
recruits black and white Africans of at1 nationalities indiscriminately under the banner 
of a bcreticai Islam. only to cast them into the Chadian hornet’s nest. 

The nationals of !kne@, Benin, Niger& Niger, Mauritanirr, the Central African 
Rep&k, Zaire, Sudan, chail, Mali, Tunisia and other Afiiea~ countries who comprise 
the Islamic Legion were recruited to he used, fir@ of ail, against their own countries 
when the time comes. Meanwhite, they must take pan in tbe destruction of Chad, Qad- 
b&s prime target. Tbe use of this cannon fodder allows the gravedigger of African na- 
tions to stren@en Ibe force with wbicb be intends to b&e Africa. Another 
objective that Qadhafi pursues through the islamic Legion mo a sort of bMsmai1, 
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All of these objectives arc based on a simple-minded Marhlavellianism that aims to di- 
vide the continent so that Libyan hegemony may prevail. 

At the outset. the recruitment of Islamic Legion prrsonnel was based on corrup- 
tion, backed up by intensive propaganda. which rcpresentcd Tripoli as brink both 
Africa’s heaven and the center of a panafrican revolution. outside 01’ which thcrc is no 
salvation for the African people. But this machination was soon debunked. Thus the 
haphazard recruitments occurring in the cities and the countryside have become 
veritable tests of strength between the Libyan cannon fodder merchants and the recruits 
and have resulted in truly tragic sccncs in Tripoli and other .4frican cities. Added to 
this hostility is the activity of the press. which constantly dcnounccs (Jadhati’s 
recruitment of mercenaries for the purposr of involving them in the war in (‘bad. 

That being the case, one can easily understand that thr only r~cours,~ open to 
Qadhafi’s proslavcrs to get their mcrccnarics IS the use of force. Ia the crush. skillrd 
workers who have gone to Libya to find work arc also rccruitod for the Islamic Legion. 
Thus it is that the Sudan alone has supplied more than three thousand mtn. In or&r to 
attract his prey. Qadhafi offers from HO0 to 2.000 dollars. which is pathetic when one 
considers that these persons are being sent to certain death. As they rush headlong into 
the fighting, they are usually captured or killed by the C’hadian National .4rmed Forces. 
Thus it was what happened to Tidjani Niassc Kaoulak COJ the lives of thousands of 
Senegalese and other West Africans. who did not even have time to collect the money 
which they had been promised. They were soon killed in the fighting. 

It is sad to listen to the men of the Islamic Legion themselves relate the 
circumstances of their recruitment and the manner in which they were thrown into the 
Chadian fight. Sudanese, Mauritanians, and others who have been captured by the 
Chadian National Armed Forces have stated that they were dragged into the Libyan 
trap by the double game of propaganda and deception. On their arrival in Tripoli. they 
were told that only two possibilities were open to them, i.e.. either join the Islamic Le- 
gion or go to jail. Some recalcitrants chose prison. This was only a postponement. All of 
the men were inevitably hurled into the Chadian war of occupation. A group of 
Mauritanian nationals who had been captured during the fighting in Zouar in February 
1987 have asserted that they were hauled out of their prison at Ghadames and then 
thrown into the fighting at Zouar against the Chadians. 

One of the Mauritanian prisoners. Sourri Seid Bilal. explains that be was taken 
from Tripoli to Janzouri along with twenty-eight of his compatriots to be given 
employment. **To our great surprise. he states. the Libyans gave us military uniforms. 
Then we landed in Zouar.” Sourri &id Biial continues his statement as follows: “I 
would tell all the Mauritanians who want to come to Libya to work not to do it, because 
there is no work in Libya, The Libyans will merely transform you into mercenaries to 
go to fight in Chad.” And in conclusion, he adds: “I ask all the Mwritanians not to 
come to Libya, so that they won’t end up as I have now. a prisoner.” Let it be said in 
passing that the camps at Sebha in southwestern Libya and Ghadamcs. which is located 
in the vast desert extending Between Algeria. Libya and Niger,have become veritable 
brainwashing centers for everyone, be he Libyan or foreign, who attempts to resist 
resruitment by the Peopk’s Committees. Resistance is not alwsys succc%ful if one can 
judge by the frequent clashes between the mercenaries and Qadhah’s henchmen, We 
shall mention hrrcr the case of the Tuaregs from Niger uho rcfusc to return to their 

t trouble. Clooer to our country, violent fighting took 
198’9 at Tina in the Darfur area of the 5udan between 
attd Libyan soldiers. 
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The men of the Islamic Legion have never been effective in the field because they 
do not feel that Qadhafi’s venture really concerns them. That explains why. very early 
on, Qadhafi turned toward the Chadians. 

In his structural conception of the Islamic Legion. Qadhafi did in fact reserve 
choice spots for the Chadians, for the simple reason that (‘had is his primary military 
and political objective. Chadians are being massivelg recruited to play roles that would 
normally go to the Libyans or to other mercenaries of the Islamic Legion. but also to 
create the illusion that the Libyan war of occupation is a Chado-Chadian conflict. 

The presence of vast numbers of Chadian within the Libyan mercenary ranks is 
attributable to the armed struggle, beginning in 1965. The various political factions 
have in turn kept Qadhafi’s Islamic Legion going. 

The first phase in the recruitment of Chadians for the Islamic Legion took place 
between 1973 and 1980. During that period. Tripoli tried hard to USC the executive 
staff of FROLINAT (Chadian National Liberation Front) to beef up its mercenary 
ranks. Being uninformed as to Qadhafi’s real intentions. thcJsands of Chadians 
allowed themselves to fall into the Libyan trap without knowing wha’ lay in store for 
them. Officially, Qadhafi’s cannon fodder merchants were recruiting for FROLINAT. 
Hundreds of offices were opened in Chad. the Sudan. and Lioya. This acti\.ity was all 
the more dangerous because it affected all the social classes in Chad. From the highest- 
ranking executive to people in the remotest village. everyone felt the scourge. All 
sectors of national life were ravaged by the Libyan canker. 

The better to divide the Chadians and really get what he wanted, Qadhafi placed 
high stakes on the cultural, religious, and socio-economic differences of the country. 
While crisscrossing the countryside and the towns, Qadhafi’s propagandists insisted 
that “Moslems are persecuted in Chad and Libya pledges to bring them salvation.” All 
of those who accepted Qadhafi’s much too attractive offer received from him the 
mission to destroy the national economy and culture. in order. they were told, to 
undermine the central government quickly. In short. Tripoli was recommending that 
they wage war against Chadian identity and against everything that Chad already 
possessed in the way of economic infrastructures. 

Particularly destructive blows were struck against Chadian moral, cultural, and 
so&economic values in the eastern, norzhern, and central regions of the country. 

Old people, celebrities, members of religious orders. executives and merchants 
were killed in cold blood and their goods plundered. The education and health 
infmstrvctures were completely destroyed by Qadha4’s men on the pretext that they 
were too representative of the vaiues of French imperialism. The perpetrators of this 
destruction habitualIy implied that other values, which are none other than those 
recommended by the Green Book, would be introduced to replace the old ones. The 
cIashes that occurred so frequently between the Resistance and the government forces 
brought about other destruction, especially of human lives. Qadhafi must have rubbed 
his hands in the face of such a tragedy, since his ultimate aim wal to weaken Chad com- 
pletely so that he might oue day pick it as he would a ripe fruit. 

During t980, Tripoli started the second phase of its plan to destroy Chad. The 
southwest of the country, which had hitherto ped the horrors of the war9 

tile vhlls of the over the entire 
hisiaitiorl m winning over 



to his cause several Chadian politicians who helped him to carry war and dcstructlon to 
the northern regions. Between I980 and 1982. Libyan mercenary recruiters brought III 
record numbers of men. 

Through the intervention of the politico-military factions that rallied to Libba’s 
side. Tripoli recruited lens of thousands of Chadians, who were dumped 1n1o lhe 
various battles. The most alarming scenes were observed throughout the countr). In or- 
der lo fill the gaps in his mcrcenar) organization. Qadhafi pounced upon the rural 
youth like a wild beast. Offering ridiculously low monetary inducements and somc- 
times using force, the Libyan recruiters reaped a harvest of young men as they c‘amc 
upon them on the trails and iu the markets. These are the Chadians who. armrd 10 thr 
teeth by Tripoli and supported by the Libyan ground forces and .4ir Force. have sacked 
Chad. Many Libyans haye died. and their families know neither where nor when. 

i)uring the past three fears, Qadhafi’s lightning has struck Chadians living abroad. 
especially in Nigeria. Renin. and Libya. Enlistment of some Chadians in the two la1tcr 
countries has continued il. return for empty promises, Recruiting offices prolifcratcd I(; 
such a point that. in Nigeria. the situation became explosive following denunciations ot’ 
Libyan activism. which were published by some independent newspapers. But the rnosl 
painful tragedy is that of the Chadian nationals living in Libya. Chadians are rounded 
up by the hundreds during raids organized by the police and the People’s (‘ommlttt-es 
and herded into the camps at Sebha. Those who refuse to don militaq garb are sent to 
Ghadames to be brainwashed. They are then forcibly transported to (‘had to tight 
against their brothers in the Chadian National Armed Forces. 

Under the deceptive pretext that he was helping them to seize power. Qadhafi has 
used the sons of Chad to destroy their own country. The especially outstanding 
qualities of the Chadians as warriors and their cultural diversities have been judiciously 
exploited to this end. Financed. trained and armed by Tripoli, thousands of Chadians 
have worked relentlessly against their common heritage for years on end. Knowingly or 
unknowingly, the sons of Chad, who were taken in by Qadhafi’s fabulous promises. 
have systematical% devastated the economy of their country and bereaved thousands 
of families from Jhich they arc descended. Through these men. the Libyans have 
shattered the structures of Chadian society. Over a long period of time, Qadhafi has 
been able to presemc almost intact the troops of his regular army stationed in Chad. 
through the use of the Chadians. who serve as a shield for the Libyan Army. It was not 
until 1987 that the Chadians as a whole became aware of this state of affairs and united 
in common cause against the Libyan invader, with results that arc known. The Libyan 
expeditionary force was litcralty wiped out. During four months of fighting (December 
I986 - March 1987), the Libyan Army Icft behind on the terrain military materiel worth 
more than 18,M)o billion CFA francs (the base at &X%Doum alone accounting for 
900 bitlion CFA far&, more than !UXN Libyan dead and more than 500 captured. 

Libya’s aggression has had serious consequences for the Chadian and Libyan 
pcopka. This war has destroyed Chad and set the country back at every level. It has 
caused no Icss damage to the fraternal pcopIc of Libya, who have seen all of their coun- 
try’s we&h gobbled up by arms purchases, by the construction of military bases in lib- 

ofmerctnuier whose aim is to fuifil the ambitions 
48 dream that he knows WI wctl cannot be rcatizcd 
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the past to buy everything they needed in any shop, must now stand in line in front of 
the shops and bakeries to buy food and clothing. It must also be added that the 
education of Libyan youth is no longer a topic of discussion, the national obsession be- 
ing the Chadian war, as evidenced by the resolutions adopted by the latest Libyan Peo- 
ple’s Congress. 

No less significant is the deterioration of the Libyan military apparatus. Between 
June 1980 and October 198 1, the Army lost more than 1,500 men in Chad. From De- 
cember I986 to March 1987, it lost more than 5,500 men through death or capture. Be- 
tween 1983 and 1986, several hundred Libyans were either killed or captured at Faya 
(sic), Abeche, Kalait, Kouba, Arada and Ziguey. All of the Libyan families whose sons 
have disappeared in Chad are kept in total ignorance as to the fate of their children, be- 
cause Qadhafi claims that there are no Libyans in Chad. Yet all of that is not enough 
for the Libyan chief of state, who has just promised his people darker days. He told the 
latest Libyan People’s Ccngress in plain language that his fellow citizens “must prepare 
for poverty and war.‘* This intention is clearly confirmed in items 8, 12, 17, 22, an5 26. 
which publicly acknowledge Libya’s involvement in Chad, advocate more intensive 
participation in the fighting, call upon the People’s Committees for total mobilisation 
to bring back deserters, and give Colonel Qadhafi full power to wage the Chadian war. 
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CHAPTER III 

EVIDENCE AND CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 
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The eslimale o./ losses and rhe lisr ef weapons captured by the FANT are worthy qf 
appearing in the accounts qf modern cor~flrcrs. Wilh these ICLWS. which are summarked 
/br your evaluation. Qadhafi is no longer rn a posilion to have an impact upon regional 
equilibrium (:i.frica-Magreb). 

MAJOR STAGES IN LIBYAN DESIGNS 

FOR EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION 

Libyan immigration to Chad goes back to the middle of the 19th century. Relations 
between their country and our own were not merely cultural, commercial or religious in 
nature; they also were marked at the end of the 19th century by a desire for military and 
political domination. 

In 1899, Al Mahdi, the eldest son of Mohamed Ben Ali es-Sent&, the founder of a 
“reformist movement” in the northern Libyan desert advocating a return to hard-line 
Islam, settled in Gouro in the heart of the Tibesti region. 

His nephew, Ahmed Cherif, succeeded him in 1901. Under his leadership, the well- 
equipped Senussian troops carried out raids south of Batha and Guera. Some Arab 
tribes in these regions sided with them and joined the Senussian Brotherhood. 

But it did not take long for French penetration into northern Chad to thwart the 
Senusssi imperialists’ objectives. Not having a free hand, the Senussi followers called 
on the Turkish Army for help and settled for the occupation of the Tibesti, Ennedi and 
Borkou regions. Turkish authorities made the Ennedi and Tibesti regions an integral 
part of the Libyan colony, leaving Borkou to the French troops. 

Although he had occupied the Aozou region for a few days in 1955, King Idriss 
maintained an official policy of neutrality towards Chad until his fall in 1969. 

From 1960 to 1965, the northern part of the country, known as the BET region, 
was administered by the French Army. 

The Chadians took possession of the region in 1965. From that date, then were re- 
volts in the center of the country. These were called the MangaImt revolts. In 1966, the 
Chadian National Liberation Front (FROLINAT) was formed in Nyale, Sudan. The 
front was divided into two operational zones: FROLINAT’s bnt pnrpy age. .ed in the 
central and east-central areas of the country, while its second army ogrcrated in the 
north. This second 8fmy was called the Northern Armed Forces (FAN). The Chadian 
Army was stationed in the Aozou region until May 1968. FROLiNAT% shad mmy 
attaekexl the Chadbn Army garrirob in Aozou, cutting it off from the Bar&i garrbon. 
The chrdirn Army high command thea decided to attaek, to ha the mldiers Mocked 
in the Aomu region, and in May 1968, decided TV evacuate the MSOR, which was 
very nmote. FRoLINATs secoud army, FAN, then 
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uniforms and medicines. And then one fine day, Libya raised its flag and txgan to issue 
identity cards to the Chadians in the Aozou region. At that moment, President Habre 
said: “But what is going on? It was aid to continue our fight with the central 
government, and now they are giving identity cards to our fellow citizens. Is this aid or 
the beginning of Libya’s colonization of Chad?” 

In 1974. President Tombalbaye sent a delegation to Libya. The Libyans said: “We 
are not occupying your territory. There is a population which is suffering. We are 
helping it, that’s all.” 

Then fighting broke out between Libyan and FROLINAT forces. The Libyans were 
chased out of the Aozou region. but there later was a division over how to behave to- 
ward Libya. Some said that Libyan aid had to be accepted in order to stand up to the 
central government; others said there was no question of accepting foreign aid lo fight 
cur fellow citizens. The quarrelling continued. 

Then came the military coup in April 1975. After the coup. it was thought that 
things would be settled, but nothing happened. 

In November 1976, during a congress held in Gouro. Chairman Habr@ told his 
comrade Goukouni that things had not changed and that we must take a clear position: 
should we or should we not ask Libya to evacuate the Aozou region, and should we rec- 
oncile with the government in office or continue to accept Libyan aid, something for 
which we would pay dearly in the future? Goukouni and Habre parted ways during this 
congress. Chairman Habrk went farther south, and Goukouni remained with the 
Libyans in what is called the Aotou strip. 

In 1977, on the eve of the Libreville summit, a Libyan delegation came to Chad for 
discussions with the Chadian Government. They said that they were not in the field; 
your fellow citizens are fighting you. 

The Libyans helped Goukouni in 1978. He took control of Bardai. Zouar and 
Faya-Largeau with the help of Libyan troops. At that time, Chairman Habti signed an 
agreement with the government in office and became prime minister, forming his own 
government. 

This is how the Libyans arrived in the Aozou strip. Aozou has never been, nor will 
it ever be, Libyan. 

25 September 1978 

Chairman Hiss&n Habrt appeaied for African solidarity in stopping the Tripoli 
regime0 aggression in Chd ‘*Chad wili not cede an inch of its territory”, the CCFAN 
chairman strcsscd. 

21 March 1980 

The beginning of the imvasion war in Chad. 

txzmbcr 1980 

LW=P bomb N’n>jrmcrrp. 

9 PJov~h l!m 

tmtsr o&dve 
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I5 December 1980 

France warns Libya against continuing its military intervention in Chad. 

6 January 1981 

Tripoli and N’Djanima announce a merger agreement between the two countries. 

3 November 198 1 

Libyan troops leave Chad. 

In 1983, Chairman HabrC sent a delegation to Tripoli. The Libyans told us: 
“Listen, we have three conditions: you must recognize the hrm border between Libya 
and Chad (south of Aozou); let us sign a pact so that we can continue the African revo- 
lution working out of Chad; you must proclaim Chad an arabian islamic state”. 

We said that none of these conditions was acceptable. The Libyans replied: “Go 
home, we are going to fight you”. 

10 August 

Intensive Libyan bombing of Faya-Largeau. 

16 September 1984 

France and Libya sign an agreement for the complete and simultaneous withdrawal 
of their troops from Chad. IO compliance with this accord, French disengagement is 
completed on 10 November, but Libya maintains its troops in the north of the country. 

27 September 1984 

Qadhafi tries to blow up the Council of Ministers meeting room. The plan fails. 

27 February 1986 

Libya begins an enlistment campaign in the Sahel countries for his Islamic Legion 
which is @Ming in -Bad. 

20 March 1986 

The five Libyans captured during fighting in Chicha are shown to the pa~ple. 

17 0ctoher 1986 

Conf”stWiott~ occur between Goukouni Wcddeye’s supporters and Libyan troops. 
The Libyans find themselves in a adverse position and have to flee when 2,CKIO lixabou 
soldiers decide to turn on them and join up with the FANT (Chadian National Armed 
FOPCS). 

11 Decenrber 1986 

A Libyan column fffnn the Aomu strip attacks 

12Dwmber 1986 

is downed. A second Libyan column att&rs 

13 

are by a thitd Libyan oduma. 



counterattack at Bardai; 400 Libyans are killed. The FANT mourn a martyr who fell on 
the field of honor, as well as for three wounded. 

22 December 1986 

Another Libyan attack occurs at Zouar. Libyan troops are engaged at Enneri Miski. 

24 December 1986 

A Libyan attack is forcefully repulsed at Zouar and Yebbi-Bou. 

3 I December 1986 

A FANT counteroffensive takes place in Zouar. Results: 50 Libyans killed and 81 
taken prisoner; tanks are destroyed or captured; two slightly wounded in the ranks of 
the patriotic forces. 

2 January I987 

The FANT liberate Fada, one of the major Libyan garrisons in Chad. 
Results: 

Enemy losses: 

- 784 Libyans killed 

- 81 captured 

Materiel captured: 

- 13T-55tanks 

- 7 I20 mm BM 21s 

- 16BMPs 

- lkbchetti ground support planes 

- complete radar station 

-4AmAos 

- 2BRDM 
- 112mmguas 

- 107 mm surfmwm nlissb 

-20106mm&uns 
- 14 I4.5mmmrcaineprar 

- 17t8n%tntcks 

-5 wtn 

- 3Mereederpenonnetcwpien 

0-9 

-4 

-2 
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- a large amount of fuel and munitions of all calibers 
- several Toyotas 

- several SAM-% 
- numerous light weapons of all calibers. 

Enemy materiel destroyed: 

- 1 combat helicopter 
- 92 T-55 tanks 

- 5 I07 mm surface-to-surface missiles 

- 33 BMP 

- 8 14.5 mm machine guns 

- I2 Mercedes personnel carriers 

- 5 tank trucks 

- numerous deserters hiding among the boulders are tracked. 

Friendly side: 

- We mourn I8 martyrs who died heroically on the field of honor. 

- 54 wounded. 
- 3 light reconnaissance and support vehicles destroyed 
- 1 20 mm gun destroyed 
As you can see, the results speak for themselves. The enemy who fiercely 

committed men and materiel in the Machiavellian design of completely occupying our 
country found himself confronted by the valiant Chadian National Armed Forces, 
fiercely determined to thwart his plan to annex our beloved country. 

3 January 1987 
In the wake of their indescribable debacle at Fada, the Libyans start bombing the 

town and Zouar. The FANT retaliate: one Libyan helicopter is downed in the Fada re- 
gion; 41 Libyan soldiers are kilIed and 10 taken prisoner. One Chadian is killed and 
eight wounded. 
4 January 1987 

Four Libyan MIGs bomb Arada (120 kilometers south of the 16th parallel), and 
drop bombs on the uninhabited region of Wait. A little girl is k&d in Arada and four 
women arc wounded. The some day, the Libyan Air Force flies over Ab&hC and §arh in 
southern Chad. 
5 Januray 1987 

A Libyan St&hoi is shot down over Fada. 

6 January 1987 
Unknit, the Tripoli regime admits the intervention of its air fofcc in Chadian 

airrpwx,butasusudddeshavingany 
Libymi cosuma is at 
. 



7 January 1987 

The French Air Force raids radar installations at the Libyan base of Ouadi-Doum 
on Chadian territory. The Libyan aggressor ConterattackL: a squadron of MIG-23s 
bomb the villages of Kouba and Olanga, which are purely civilian targets. 

8 January 1987 

The FANT and ANL general staffs officially proclaim their unity under the 
supreme command of the president of the republic and chief of state, His Excellency El- 
Hadj Hissein Habre, in a broadcast on Radio-Chad. The ANL is integrated into the 
FANT. 

There are violent skirmishes between the FANT and the Libyan attack troops. The 
enemy is routed. Results: several tanks and heavy weapons are destroyed and numerous 
aggressors are killed. 

9 January 1987 

Skirmishes occur in the Yebbi-Bou region. Defeated, the enmy leaves on the field 
15 Libyans killed, many wounded, and seven vehicles of various types destroyed. 

Goukouni Weddeye reappears in Tripoli , Libya, for the first time since he was 
placed under house arrest, almost three months ago. He calls for the fighting in Chad to 
stop. 

10 January 1987 
Additional skirmishes occur 50 kilometem from Yebbi-Bou. 

Results: 

- 1 Toyota equipped with a 14.5 mm machine gun captured 

- 2 T-55 tanks destroyed 

The enemy flees, leaving behind several dead and wounded. 

13 January 1987 

Violent fighting at the wtcs of I&war. The enemy mtreats. 

ReSuJu: 

- 10 tanks (7 T-548 and 3 T-S%) destroyed 

- 3 Toyota wuipp& with 14.5 mm cannon destruycd 

- 1 Toyota equipped with a suti~to-surf%ce 

- 3 Toyota pwonncl carriers destroyed 
- 5 M[eaceder 2632 luadcd with munitions of tll c&h ~troyed 

-22trudc8destfoyed 



Lt. Col. Khalifa Aftar who fled among the boulders with some of his men is hunted 
down by our troops. 

Materiel captured: 

Two Toyotas, one of which is equipped with a radio 

Friendly side: 

We mourn four martyrs who fell on the field of honor and 10 wounded. 

Losses in materiel: 

- 3 Toyotas destroyed 

2 1 January 1987 

The FANT mount a major mopping-up operation in the Zouar region. All enemy 
command posts are destroyed. The FANT cumntly control the town of Zouar and its 
surrounding area. The Libyan rabble leaves several bodies and some materiel on the 
field. Numerous deserters are hunted down among the boulders. 

Results: 

- 193 Libyans killed 

- 22 taken prisoner 

- several wounded carried among the boulders 

Materiel captured 

- 1 heavy truck (Bcrliet) 
- 2 106 mm guns 

Materiel destroyed: 
- lltanks 
- 2BM21s 

- 1 Toyota equipped with 14.5 mm machine gun 
- st8nktntekn 
- 4 Toyota perronttel carriers 

- 2LandRovem 
- 2heavytn&t(~ct) 
-8l8xp8mountdmuQitiou8of8Bc.8li~ 

aidcz 
WemournlOaurOynwbodied~yon1&bddof~~r,aMi21~~ 
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21 January 1987 

The Libyan Army is defeated again when Chadian troops gain control of Zouar: 
194 Libyan soldiers are killed. 

22 January 1987 

Violent skirmishes occur between Oumchi and Yebbi-l3ou. 

Results: 

Enemy side: 

- 10 Libyans killed 

- 6 Toyota vehicles destroyed 

- I Mercedes tank trucks destroyed 

FANT side: 

- No losses 

23 January 1987 

Fighting resumes in the Zouar region at 4:00 a.m. against a large Libyan 
reinforcement column from Sebha. The enemy suffers heavy losses. 

1 February 1987 

A combat helicopter is shot down over Zouar at 11:30 a.m. The two crew 
members, Major Hafiz Diouma and a captain, are killed. A T-55 tank blows up in a 
mine field. The tank is destroyed and its crew killed. 
2 February 1987 

A MS-25 fighter plane is downed at Zouar by FANT antiaircraft defense at 6:OO 
p.m. 
3 February 1987 

A T-SS tank is blown up by a mine close to the town of Zouar. 
4 February 1987 

The Libyan Air Force carries out several intense and savage bomb&s on the town 
ofFadaat 413p.m. 

44 Febnruy 1987 
During the ni& from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., the Libyan Air Force sava@y and blindly 

bombs Fada and the surroundit~ area. Similar bombi- occur over Zouar the same 
day ibm !MlQ p.m. to 4~00 a.m. The bombings resume the numtirtg of 5 February over 

!5Fdmasy1987 
chrd n&Cts 88y mediation by the Cow tbeaw it ‘*m the settlement of this 



Results: 

Enemy side: 

- 1 BMP tank captured 
- 1 tank transporter captured 

- 1 Toyota captured 

- 1 Berliet heavy truck captured 

- 3 Toyota personnel carriers captured 

- 3 BMPs destroyed 
- 42 killed 

- 18 taken prisoner 

Friendly side: 

We regret that two men were slightly wounded. 

6 February 1987 

The redeployment of the French “Epervier” contingent, because of the creation of 
two new support positions in eastern Chad, Biltine and Abeche, is announced. French 
forces are being progressively reinforced. 

8 February 1987 

A FANT patrol engages in a skirmish with a Libyan patrol at Oueita, north of 
Fada, in the Ennedi region. The enemy flees toward Ouadi-Doum. 

Results: 

Enemy side: 

- 12kiBed 

- 7takenprisoner 

- 5 vehicles upturcd 

- 2 Toyota with 14.5 mm machine pins 

- 1 Toyota with surfoce-to-rurface missile 

- 2 Toyota personnel cwricrs 

FliCtkd&Si& 

this cidkat, the enemy buds the town of FE& at 7~45 p.la, as welt 
badhccnre8umeAQn 
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12 February 1987 

Skirmishes take place in Zoumri in the Aozou region at 5:OO p.m. Here again the 
enemy is severely beaten. 

Results: 

Enemy side: 

- 7 Libyans killed 

- many wounded 

Materiel destroyed: 

- 1 Mercedes 26124 

- 3 Toyotas 

Friendly side: 

- no losses 

14 February 1987 

A Tupolev-22 bomber drops bombs on Kouba-Olenga at 12: 15 p.m. 

I5 February 1987 

At 1:15 a.m., the FANT wipe out a group of Libyans in the region of Zouar. 

Results: 

Enemy side: 

- 23kil.M 
- one prisoner taken 

- 3 T-55 destroyed 

Friendly ridt: 

We mouru one martyr who died cn the field of honor. 

16 February 1987 

Violent @&tit@ occurs between the FANT and the occupation truops in Z~uar in 
the athnoon. The enemy is routed and suBen enormous losses in materiel and men. 

Relnalw 

with a 14.5 mm 



17 February 1987 

Throughout the day, the enemy has resumed his savage bombing of Zouar where 
14 Libyans are killed. 

19 February 1987 
The Libyan Air Force bombs the town of Zouar with particular intensity the whole 

day. At 3:45 p.m., the FANT antiaircrafi defense shoots down a MIG 6ghter over 
zouar. 

20 February 1987 
Violent skirmishes xcur between the FANT and Qadhafi’s army rabble in Wour, 

in the Aozou region. 
Results: 
Enemy side* 

- 23 Libyans killed 
- 1 Mercedes tank truck destroyed 
- I heavy personnel carrier destroyed 

- I Toyota with radio destroyed 
On the same day, an enemy attack on Zouar is repulsed by the FANT. In his flight, 

the enemy abandons 18 bodies on the battlefield. 

22 February 1987 

The FANT sets up an ambush at Yebbi-Souma south of Aozou, duriq which: 
- 7 Libyans are killed and four othenr wounded 
- 2 Mercedes trucks loaded with munitions are destroyed 

- 1 Toyota equipped with a 14.5 mm cannon is destroyed 
- 1 Toy~cquippcd with e sti84%0=8uifira mifisik is &tfoyed. 

23 February 1987 

26 1987 
ts bmhd by the Libyan air f&e aU night fism Thursday to Fziday. 
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- numerous vehicles are destroyed, including a T-55 tank, an artnored personnel 
carrier, a tank carrier, two heavy trucks and two vehicles equipped with 14.5 
machine guns. The FANT suffer no losses. 

I March 1987 

A patrol of Libyan soldiers is wiped out by Chadian government forces in the re- 
gion of Zouar, southwest of the Tibesti mountains. During the skirmishes. which 
occurred around 4:00 p.m., the Libyans lost a large amount of military materiel, 
including a tank carrier. two tank trucks and a Mercedes personnel carrier. 

3 March 1987 

The Libyan air force bombs FAda. 

4 March I987 

The bombing of Fada resumes with the help of MIGs. 

5 March 1987 

Violent fighting occurs betweeen the FANT and Libyan troops at Kirdimi. 80 
kilometers northwest of Faya-Largeau. 

6 March 1987 

Chadian govemement forces kill 38 Libyan soldiers at Kirdimi. 80 kilometers 
northwest of Faya-Largeau, and 25 more at Wour, in the northwest of the Tibesti 
region, during fighting this Thursday. In addition to the 63 Libyans killed, 19 others are 
taken prisoner, while the FANT once again capture a large stock of military materiel 
from the enemy: 

- 3 Jeeps with 106 mm guns 

- 3 Toyotas equipped with surface-to surface missiles and 14.5 mm machine guns 

Materiel destroyed: 

- 2 Jccpsfittcdwith 106mmguns 

- 2 Toyotaa equipped with surface-t~surface missiles 

- 3 Toyotas equipped with 14.5 mm machine guns 

Chad suffer8 no losses in the two areas of 6ghting. 
7 Match 1987 

been violent @hting between FANT and 
wereki%donf?idayatwoufand2!Soviet- 

. McanwhiIc, a Iiit BMP was 
In addition, atucking force3 

7 March 1987 

Libyasl fm, without 
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I 

The final assessment of the violent fighting on : June (in Zouar) is as follows: 

Enemy side: 

- 78 bodies of Libyans and of the islamic legion wcrc nhandoncd on the 
battlefield. 

Destroyed material: 

- 2 T-55 tanks and their crews 

- 4 BMPs with their crews 

- I Stalin organ with its crew 

Friendly side: 

Nothing. The enemy was routed. 

8 March 1987 

Violent fighting occurs at 5:00 p.m. at T’ekro. north of Ounianga Kchhir on the 
Koufra road. between the FANT and the Libyan proslavery troops. 

Results: 

- 17 Libyans killed 

- 3 Libyans taken prisoner 

- 2 Toyotas with 14.5 mm machine guns destroyed 

- 1 Toyota bus destroyed 

Friendly side: 
- 1 slightly wounded man 

8-9 March 1987 
ChadianlLibyan negotiations under Sudanese mediation fail. in Khartoum. 

9 March 1987 
The Libyan Air Force continues its blind bombinp in the BET. It drops born+ on 

Fada twice, at 11:OO p.m. and midnight. 

10 March 1987 
President Mitterrand states publicly for the first time that the soIution to the 

Chadian conflict is “first of all military” and is being played out “on the battlefield.” 
He emphasises in addition that French military aid “is increasing from month to 
month? 

12 Mamh 1987 
The FANT intercept a strong and im Libyan column between Mqgoro and 

Bir Kora in the direction of Ouadi-Doum w hey inflict heavy losses on the enemy 
in men and materiei. detailed rem&s of this @tin& 

with 106 mm guns captuti 
with ~~~t~gu~~ miss 
with 14.5 mm ma&tie 
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- I Land Ron ;‘r equipped with a radio captured 

- 12 Toyota personnel carriers captured 

- 128 light weapons captured 

- 3 Toyota personnel carriers destroyed 

- 1 Toyota equipped with short-range radio dcstroyrd 

- 112 Libyans killed. including thrcr off~ccrs. (‘apt. Mayir and 1~s M;iotrioud 
Kalifa and Mahamat Ahmed. 

- 24 prisoners taken, including au officrr, (‘apt. Brahim Massoud 

Friendly side: 

We mourn a martyr who fell gloriously on rhc firld of honor and onr wounded 
man. Despite the stinging defeats inflicted on the I.ibyan aggressors, they continued 
their blind and dcsparate bombing of Fada during rhc night of 12-t 3 Ivlarch with three 
attackstat 10135p.m.. 11:40p.m.and3:15a.m.). 

14 March 1987 

Libyan troops in norlhern Chad are cslimatcd at somr 20.000 men b> N’Djamtina 
and 1 ! ,000 or 12.000 by Western sources. 

A Libyan Marchetti fighter is downed over Fada by Chadian antiaircraft defenses. 

Friday night and Saturday the 14th, the post at Y arda (sub-prefecture of Faya-Lar- 
geau) is bombed by the Libyan Air Force. Ferrick de Waido in the Fada region is also 
bombed. 

15 March 1987 

The pilot of the Libyan plane shot down on 14 March has been caught. His name is 
Aboukash Ibrahim (born around 1960 in Binachar in the Sebha region). 

17 March 1987 

The proslavery Libyans have dared to attack our positions at Yarda in the Borkou 
region. But the valiant Chadian National Armed Forces, always equal to the task, 
retaliate, inflicting a stinging defeat on the aggressors. These are the results of hte fight: 

Enemy side: 

The Libyan Army rabble flee in disorder, leaving behind 55 bodies and 25 
prisoners of war OR the battkfkld. 

Materiel capturedz 

- 3T-ss la&s 

- 3 Toyotas equipped with 14.5 mm machine guns 

Materiel destroy& 

- 3 Jeeps equipped with 106 mm guns 

- 4 --r-s5 m&n 
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Friendly side: 

We mourn the loss of two martyrs who fell on the field of honor and tivr wounded. 

19 March 1987 

The FANT confront the Libyans at 7:00 a.m. at Bir-Kora. 50 kllomctcrs southeast 
of Ouadi-I)ounl. Hcrc are the provisional results of this heroic operation: 

Enemy side: 

- 384 L.ibyans killed 

- 37 taken prisoner 

Materiel captured: 

- 8 BMP tanks 

- 7 T-55 tanks 

- I1 Jeeps equipped with 106 mm guns 

- 7 I22 mm cannon 

- I7 Toyotas equipped with 14.5 mm machine guns 

- 9 Land Rovers equipped with short-range radios 

- 1 Toyota antiaircraft missile launcher 

- I II Mercedes personnel carriers 

- 2 repair vans 

- 22 Toyota troops carriers 

- I sophisticated field kitchen 

- a large amount of munitions of all calibers 

Materiel destroyed: 

- 1 Marchetti plane and its crew 

- 14 BMP tanks 

- 11 T-55 tanks 

- 6 Toyotas with 14.5 mm machine guns 

- 5 Jeeps with 106 mm guns 

- 4 Toyotas with surf&z-to-surface missiles 

- 8 Toyota personnel carriers 

- 6 tank trucks 

- I Land Rover equipped with short-range radio 

Friendly midc: 

We mourn the loss of 6 martyrs who fell on the field of honor and 22 wounded. 



National Armed Forces, has dropped a large number of napalm bombs on the innocent 
people of Fada. Nothing will keep the valiant sons of (‘had from accomplishing their 
noble mission of chasing the Libyan orcupiers out of’ the country. “Chadian National 
Armed Forces ever forward for the final attack!” 

20 March 1987 

The valiant Chadian National Armed Forces have routed Qadhafi‘s proslavery 
troops following violent and particular-l!- deadly fighting during the morning at Bir- 
Kora, 45 kilometers from Ouadi-Doum. Hcrc arc the detailed results of the battle: 

Enemy side: 

- 402 killed 

- 74 taken prisoner 

Materiel captured: 

- 10 BMP tanks 

- 6 T-55 tanks 

- 6 tank carriers 

- 5 BM-21s 

- 8 122 mm guns 

- 16 toyota personnel carriers 

- 1 Mercedes repair van 

- 6 water tank trucks 

- 2 Toyotas quipped with surface-to-surface missiles 

- 3 Toyotas equipecd with 14.5 mm machine guns 

- 2 Land Rovers quipped with short-range radios 

- 2 command jeeps 

- 12 Toyota personnel carriers 

Matcfiel dc%troycdz 

- 1 transport htliwpter 

- 14r-ssmnks 

- 8BMPs 

- 3BW2lr 
- 3 japr quipped with 106 mm cannons 

- 2 Toyotas equipped with surface-to-surface missiles 

- S Merwdes personnel cafriers 

- 4taQkttwh 
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Friendly side: 
- 8 wounded and oue light reconnaissance and support vehicle destroyed 

20 March 1987 

More fighting occurs at Bir-Kora. Here are the results: 

Enemy side: 

- 65 Libyans killed 

- 15 Libyans taken prisoner 

Materiel captured: 

- 9 BMPs 
- 2 Toyotas equipped with surface-to-surface missiles 

- 2 Toyotas personnel carriers 

Materiel destroyed: 

- 7 BMPs 

Friendly side: 

We mourn the loss of one martyr who died gloriously on the field of honor, and 
five people who were slightly wounded. 

22 March 1987 

The enormous Libyan base at Ouadi-Doum, the largest and most deadly of the en* 
my bases in Chad, has been controlled since 7:OO p.m. by the incomparable and 
indomitable Chadian National Armed Forces, Here are the provisional results of the 
battle: 
Enemy side: 

- 1,269 Libyans killed, inch&@ Cot. Gassim AE Abou Naour, Deputy to the 
commander in chiefof the zone 

- 438 Libyans taken prisoner, including Col. Khalifa About Gassim Absar, 
comm8nder of the zone. 

Materiel capture& 

- 11 L39bom~ 

- 2 Marchetti bofnbem 

- 3 Mu4 combat helicopten 

-66BMPs 

- 42 T-55 tanks 

- f8Bh4.21 Staiinotgam 

- 12T-62uolo 

-8Caacavdarmmd- 
- 12 
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- 4 SAM- 10 batteries 

- 4 W-23 tanks 

- 6 complete radars 

- 10BTRs 

- 40 SAM-6 guns 

- 16 23 mm guns 

- 36 14.5 mm machine guns 

- 6 BRDMs 

- 112 heavy trucks and tank trucks 

- 128 Toyotas 

- 12 ambulances 

- large stocks of fuel, munitions, food supplies and medecines 

- 8 generators 

- additional military engineering equipment 

Materiel destroyed: 

- 4 L39 bombers 

- 2 Tupolev-22 bombers 

- 1 MIG-21 bomber 

- 2 large Antonov-26 planes 

- 4 Marchetti bombers 

- 3 combat helicopters 

- 54 BMPs 

- 47 T-55 tanks 

- 8 BM-21 Stalin olg8ltr 

- 12 l22mmguns 

- 12 Casawel amwed vehicles 

- 8s~~~a~rnissi)es 

- 3 SU-23 tanks 

- 1 bmwydsAMde 
2132 March 1987 

FnrarS~territoy,LibyontrooprattackthecbsdirnlocJiticrotAdrt,Tint 
80dKldbu&~ttbey8re~bytheFArvT8lMi~to~ 
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24 March 1987 

French Defense Minister Andre Giraud states on radio Europe 1: “We have a 
cooperation agreement with Hissein Habre to recapture national territory from the 
invader, and we are carrying out this commitment*‘. He adds, however, that “no French 
soldier” participated in the capture of Ouadi-Doum. 

25 March 1987 

Nineteen Libyan soldiers are killed while three others are taken prisoner Wednes- 
day in a FANT ambush in the region of Zouar. 

Six Libyan vehicles are destroyed and no losses are reported on the Chadian side. 

26 March 1987 

The Libyan air force bombs Zouar in the Tibesti region on Thursday. 

27 March 1987 

On this day at noon, Faya-Largeau, the capital of the Borkou-Ennedi-Tibesti 
region, and second enemy stronghold in Chad after Ouadi-Doum. comes under FANT’s 
complete control. 

In addition, this morning the Libyan Air Force began intense and savage bombing 
of Zouar to cover the mass flight of the Libyan rabble. 

Today southeast of Zouar, the FANT intercepted a Libyan column, which had fled 
from Faya, and inflicted a stinging defeat on it. Here are the results of this skirmish: 

Enemy side: 

- 88 Libyans killed and abandoned on the battlefield 

- 14 Libyans taken prisoner 

Materiel captured: . 

- 6 Toyotas equipped with 14.5 mm machine guns 

- 5 Toyota personnel carriers 

Matctiel destroyed: 

- 2 T-55 tanks 

- 3 BMP mechanized infantry combat vehicles 
- 5 Cascavei light armored vehicles (AML) 

- 1 Toyota equipped with surf&e-to-surface missiles 
The Libyan Air Force bombed Ouadi-Doum yesterday. ‘These savage and blind 

bombin@ resumed simul&y this morning over Ouadi-Doum and Faya-la-u, 
where innocent civilian populations were the mst taqpted. 

30 Much 1987 
HcrearethcresuWf~thefallofFaya: 

&acmySidC 
- 274Ubyrnrmltied 

- 16Libyraoutten 
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Materiel captured: 

- I 1 T-55 tanks 

- 7 BMPs 

- 6 Jeeps equipped with 106 mm guns 

- 66 heavy trucks 

- 3 repair vans 

- 2 tank carriers 

- 2 ambulances 

- 15 Toyotas and Land Rovers 

- large amounts of munitions 

In addition, apart from the town of Zouar. which we have controlled for a very 
long time, its surrounding areas as well as isolatcA enemy posts around the town have 
been entirely mopped up, and have come under the complete control of the Chadian 
Armed Forces. 

Despite the lessons given the occupying troops, the Libyan Air Force bombed 
Ouadi-Doum all day yesterday, 29 March 1987. 

30 March 1987 

The total liberation of our land, which has been polluted by the Libyans, continues. 
The enemy garrison in Ounianga is now under the FANTs control. The results of the 
operation are as follows: 

Enemy side: 
- 30 Libyans taken prisoner 

Materiel captured: 

- 1 Marchetti bomber 
- 151~5stanks 

- 17BMPs 
- 4 BA&21 Staiin om 

- 2 atmored ERDA& 

- 4 14.Smmqu8drupleguns 

- 6tanktnlck6 
- 7hul9lbdade8trodg 

- 4Toyo?apcfxmne~curim 

Mat&cl desWy& 

- lhdicopm 

1 &Pi! 1987 

TlWlOC8M~olaaurr,(nostbd~~)oow#~thcF~S~ti 
Au itktile hr\rsnow 
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Materiel captured: 

- 2 BMPs 

- 2 Toyotas equipped with surface-to-surface missiles 

- 2 Toyotas equipped with 14.5 mm machine guns 

- 2 heavy Mercedes trucks 

- 2 Jeeps equipped with 106 mm guns 

- I I20 mm mortar 

- I 82 mm mortar 

In addition, the FANT captured the following materiel during mopping-up 
operations in Zouar and the surrounding region: 

- 3 T-54 tanks 

- 3 BMPs 

- ZBM-21s 

- 1 122 mm gun 

- 1 Jeep equipped with a 106 mm guns 

- 3 heavy Mercedes trucks 

- 1 Mercedes repair van 

- 1 grader 
- a large stock of munitions of all calibers 

Materiel destroyed: 

- 4 T-54 tanks 

- 2 BMPs 

- 3BM-21s 

7 April 1987 

The Libyan Air Force resumes its savage and blind bombing of FANT positions at 
Ouadi-Doum. Our hold fighters retaliate strongly, shooting down a MIG-21 at 7~30 
a.m. 

9 Aprit 1987 

Jane*s Defknce We&y (GB) reports stut, during the la& battie of O&i-Down, 
the C&dim National Armed Forw seized an arsenal of Soviet weapcms evahaated at 
one billion dollars, wbicb included materiel never bef’ examined in the West, The 
money which Qadha4l drained ffom the @N&I Libyan people to buy his death 
~inerwouldhovekcnm~more~~~heuobdittobuild~,~, 
hospitals, oreven schools. 



Abdelsalam Jalloud was blamed for all the problems in Chad. 
u...., nm.. 4k.a A -.r rasr’l err ;tc rlnfi,.a* in f-ha d, especially to the loss of its prestige? 

ntly said, “this Army currently feels 3 Otayek, an expert on Libyan affairs, rece 
humiliated, and this is without doubt an important-factor. Chad has for several years 
been a shield for the Libyan Army, and obviously, this will lead to a new wave of dis- 
content among the military. It is difficult to forecast just how far this discontent may 
go. The regime ma; fear a possible convergence of this discontent and political 
opposition from abro;rd This factor could turn out to be rather serious, in the not to 
distant future, for the Qadhafi regime.” 

At the beginning of this year, eight opposition movements, ranging from the 
Islamic Right to the Far Left, tried to put together a common political platform in Cai- 
ro. It is not yet known to what extent these movements could be united, but if they 
should manage to join the internal opposition in the country, in the Army especially. 
this could create a very dangerous situation--even more so since there currently is a 
wave of popular discontent over thz ec znomic crisis. 

Since 11 December 1986, when the Libyan forces mounted an attack on the BET, 
they have abandoned 1,000 men and large stocks of materiel. 

According to the FANT High Command, from 20 December 1986 to 30 March 
1987, the Libyans lost 4,469 killed and 936 taken prisoner. The FANT mourn the loss 
of 77 dead and 132 wounded. The fighting took place successively at: 

BUdai 
Wow 
Zouar 
Fada 
Yebbi-Bou 
Omchi 
Oueita 
zoumri 

Yebbi-Suma 
Kirdimi 
Terko 
Mogoro 
Birkoran 
YiUda 
Ouadi-Down 
Faya 
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The message addressed to the President of the Republic of Chad and the Chadian 
people by the National Front for the Salvation of Libya is significant in more ways than 
one. Not only does it translate the atmosphere of the end of a reign, which now prevails 
in Tripoli, it is also an example of the sincere hopes of the Libyan people who want to 
finish once and for all with a madman on the loose, namely Qadhafi. To fail to seize an 
opportunity IS an unpardonable sin. The Libyans must understand this truth more than 
ever. Here is a letter from the National Front for the Salvation of Libya, one of the 
eight opposition movements. 

“Greetings. 

At a time when we are closely following the FAN% brilliant victories in then his- 
toric and just fight to liberate all of Chadian territory from Qadhafi’s military presence, 
it is particularly pleasing for me to condemn. in my name and in the name of all mem- 
bers of the National Front for the Salvation of Libya, Qadhafi’s open aggression against 
the brother people of Chad, the country’s national sovereignty and its territorial 
integrity; we also condemn the impasse into which Qadhafi has thrown the sons of Lib- 
ya who are in the Armed Forces in a lost aggressive war against our brothers and neigh- 
bors in Chad, a war from which the Libyan people have harvested only destruction and 
tragedy. 

- We want you to know of our wholehearted desire to remain on your side and 
the side of the brother Chadian people in their just and legitimate struggle to 
lead a free, worthy and noble life in their own land. 

- We send you and the brother people of Chad our sincere congratulations on the 
return of Ouadi-Doum to the Chadian family following the brilliant victories 
won by the FANT over Qadhafi’s forces of oppression and aggression. 

A day will come when all Chadian territory will return to its Chadian owners, and 
the day will also come when fate will turn against the clique of Qadhafi oppressors who 
arbitrarily judge the Libyan people by fire and sword. After that relations between the 
Libyan and Chadian peoples will return to what they were in the past, in fraternity and 
mutual profitable cooperation. May God protect the brother Chadian people. His 
protection has led you to this victory.” 

Gueth Abdel-Madjit Scif Alnasr 

Deputy Scmtary General of the 
National Front for the Salvation 

of Libya 

This letter expresses the fact that the immense majority of Libyans, who can hardly 
express their feelings at home, still as they arc by a very structured dictatorial system 
and omnipotent oecurity sekccs, have had their fill. 
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Qadhafi believes that Chad constitutes his vital space. his national extension. 
Colonel Riffi believed it when he wrote this letter: 

The Socialist People’s 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

Date: 6 Rabie el-Sani 1396 
Corresponds to 5 December 1986 

Libyan Arab Armed Forces 
Sebha Military Zone 

In the name of Allah, the Benevolent, the Merciful 

To the Authorities and Populations of the Bardai Region 

In the name of Allah and the Great Al Fateh Revolution, I send you this message 
asking you to stop the flow of blood, to unify efforts and establish security and stability 
among the men in your region and those for whom you are responsible. 

Do not allow the rebels and saboteurs and those who do not want your well-being 
to turn your minds and create confusion and biased interpretations in your ranks. 

The Tibesti region and all Toubou tribes living ir. this region are Libyan and are 
under the authority of the military zone of Sebha; they must enjoy all their rights as 
Libyans everywhere in the Jamahiriya. 

This is why we do not want fighting and terrorism. Live in peace and peacefully; 
God will reward you twice, 

He who attempts to resist or to use his arms against us should not be surprised at 
what happens in the end, and must shoulder all his responsibilities. 

Do not give the rebel Hisscin Habre’s allies the opportunity to infiltrate your 
ranks; collaborate with your Libyan brothers in Aozou, Aomchi, Amou and Guizindou; 
it is in your interest and that of your children, your wives and your eldcdy people. 

Do send your delegates to give your allegiance and show your good intentions 
(toward the Libyan authorities). 

Greetinga. 
Al Fat& forever and the fight continues 

Calonel Major Al-Rifi Ali Al-Sharif 
Chief of the Military Zone of Scbha 
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This statement, which Was signrd h? C‘olonel .4l Kifi Xii XI Sharif, commander of 
the military zone of Sebha. is significnnl bc~ause rhc Libyans consider their presence in 
this area permanent. 

Libya has lost more than 3.000 rncn (a~ IFada. Bir-Kora. Ouadi-Doum. Zouar, 
Faya, etc...) since 2 Januaq- 1987. 

Hundreds of prisoners arc bring held by the F.\NT. Thcsc are considerable figures. 
But Qadhafi and his clique do not admit IO deaths or prisoners of war because they 
maintain that they arc not in (‘had. .-\rc rhrsr prisoners \vhosc photographs we are pub 
lishing Chadians? 

Libyan oficcrs being held prisonrr in <‘had: 
I. Major ABDEL-S.-\l..SM hl!)lI.4hlt:I) (‘H.4K.4F.ADINE ARRIYANI 
2. Captain AL .AR.ARI -\RI)EL-S..1L\hl KSM.L\D.4N ABDALLAH 
3. Second Lieutenant .4BRI)EL-H~~Klhl MOH4MF’I~ .4ZOUGOUZI 
4. Major B.-\LC;.V$SIhl hlOH.~hlEt~ :blS~lti 
5. Second Licutcnant HISSEIS hlOll.\hl~‘I) 11ISSEIN NISHAD 
6. First Lieutenant MOH.-\hlEI) hlOH.-\XlEI> L-\S’Tr\lD 
7. Warrant Off~ccr MI:STAI’H-\ :\I.. \.l.AHKOI !K 
8. Warrant Officer Ol!M-1R hl4SS..\Ol:D 
9. Colonel KHALIF.L\ H4FT+\K 

10. Captain BRAHlM MAH.4hfA-l. %%‘+,I 
Il. Warrant Officer BEC’HIR ABDEL hl4DJlT BECHIR 
12. Major MAHAMAT T.4HIR ATI 
13. Lieutenant-Colonel ABDALL.41~ AHMED KHGLID 
14. First Lieutenant FATHY MOH.AMED ABOUB.4KAR 
IS. Second Lieutenant DAW OUM4R AL M.4JDOUB 
16. First Lieutenant MOItSSED.AK MOUSBA .4FANDI 
17. Chief Warrant Officer RAM.4DGN S.4LEH RAMADAN 
18. Chief Warrant Ofker AL1 SALEH SALIM 
19. Chief Warrant Oficer MOUSBAH MASSAOUD MAHAMAT 
20. Doctor IDRISS MOHAMED ABOUFAID 
21. Warrant Officer AL1 OUSMAN MOHAMED 
22. Chief Warrant OAcer MUSTAPHA ABDOUL SALAM 
23. Chief Warrant Olkcr MILAD MOUFIX.4 MOUSBAH 
24. Chief Warrant Oficer HAMID AHhlAD MOHAMED 
25. bond Lieutenant MOHAMED .4Ll KHALIFA AL ATREM 
26. First Lieutenant SAAD AI r;AZ AL MAHDI 
27. Second Lieutenant SABAH AHhf.4D DJOUMA 
28. First Lieutenant SEID MOHAMED 
29, First Lieutenant AL1 SALlM AL HAMDI 
30. Second Lieutenant ABDEL ABOUZED AL HAJADJ 
31. Fits Lieutenant ALI MOHAMED ACHOUAR 
32, First Lieutenant MOHlMED MOHPMED ABDERAHMAN 
33. Second Lieutenant MOHAMED hL4BROt!K MOHAMED 
34. Captain SALIM AHMAT ABDEL S.41.4M 
35, Second Lieutenant AL1 AMAR NARl 
36, First Lieutenant BRAHIM MASSAOUD MOHAMED FlLEFIL 
37. Warrant Officer MOHAMED SHERIF NAVIL 
38. Second Lieutenant MOH.L\MED AI-1 ABD4LL.4H AL OUBEIDI 
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Libyan soldwrs arc 1hcr.c: rhc proof’ 01 Ihis IS ill thcsc ;ICCOUII~S from a few 
prisoners. 

Second Lieutenant MC)HXMED ALI ABD.ALL.AH 
AL-Ol~BEIDI. Age: 24. 
Place of birth: Benghazi. 

I arrived in Chad on 20 December 1986. We left from the Benina airport and land- 
ed at the Ouadi-Doum airport. We then reached Fada on 20 December 1986. We 
remained there until 2 January. the day of the Fada attack. We were taken prisoner 
near Bir-Wey, located three or four kilometers from Fada. This was on 5 January 1987. 
I am currently in N’Djamtna. I thank the Chadian people for the good treatment we are 
receiving in N’DjamCna. 

To my Libyan brothers in Chadian towns occupied by the Libyan coloniser. I ask 
them to surrender to the Chadian National Armed Forces or to withdraw inside their 
country. Chad is a Moslem country that knows God and his Prophet. Once again, I ad- 
vise them to withdraw from Chadian territov or to surrender to the Chadian Army and 
Chadian authorities. because the manner in which we are being treated is purely 
Moslem. la addition. I appeal to the Libyan people to unite their efforts in rising up 
against Qadhafi’s policy of oppression. As for my brothers and sisters, Faraj, Abdallah. 
Ahmat, Najwa. Mabrouka and Aicha. I want 10 let them know that 1 am in perfect 
health, and I pray to God that I shall not return to Libya as long as Qadhafi is in power 
there. Consequently, I hope to obtain temporal)- Chadian citirenship. because in Libya, 
we live under moral oppression. 

I again thank the Chadian brothers for their good treatment of me. As an officer of 
the Libyan Army, I am prepared to use my knowledge of tanks anywhere and put forth 
ti my C&P@ to make what knowledge I have in this field tlseful in the service of Chad. 
I shdl not fail. 



Colonel Khalifa Abougassern Haflar. Born circa 
I943 in Hadj Bachia. Drafted into the Army while 
a student in 1964. A colonel in command of a 
military zone. Married. Twelve children. 

1 believe that the mission given the Libyan Armed Forces is not clear, and 
consequenrly it is a very confused mission; this is why I dare to make an appeal to the 
Libyan High Command and the Libyan people to review wisely Libyan operations in 
Chad. If Ihey still believe that there are French forces which can threaten the 
Jamahiriya from the south. I can assert here that, during the fighting I led against the 
Chadians with bolnbing attacks, I never noted any foreign presence. 

My dsorrow was even grealer when 1 saw that they were all Moslems; they treated 
us humanely. 

I saw that they cart decp!y for their land. which we have unjustly despoiled; and 
this was evident during the fighting with our Chadian brothers. We all believe in Islam, 
which unites the Libyan and Chadian peoples and we are related in many other ways: 
socially, economically, and politically. 

1 hope that this problem will be quickly resolved, putting an end lo the spilling of 
Chadian and Libyan blood, so that the two peoples will regain their prosperity. 

I repeat to the Libyan Armed Forces on Chadian soil that they must withdraw im- 
mediately inside Libya, aim their blows at the common enemy, and put an end to this 
regime which has done so much harm to historical relations between the Libyan and 
Chadian peoples. 

The brother people have greatly suffered from poverty, ignorance and many other 
calamities. 

I ask the Libyan people and the Libyan Army to overthrow thii rotten regime led 
by Colonel Qadhafi, which has been the very cause of the dcterionatioo of relstiona be- 
tween Chad and Libya. 

I believe that this will be the noblest mission you can ciccomplish, instead of 
attacking a people. 
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I\boubakar .411 Ahmad Iguci. Born c. 1964 in 
Tripoli. Laborer. Enlisted man drafted into the 
Arm)- in 1983. BMB crew member. Bachelor. 

1 ask my Libyan colleagues on (‘hadian soil to withdraw. and all my brothers in 
Libya to mvbilitc and do all in their power to overthrow Qadhafi and liberate the Liby- 
an pcoplc. I hc I rb!;rn pcoplr must annihilate this rotten regime, which has divided 
them and disc-rcdrtrd then values. May God aid them in realizing this work. 

Faraj lMrlhamad Oumar. Born c. 1962 in Benghazi. 
Peasant. Enlisted man drafted into the .&my in 
198 I. Lrqht truck driver. Bachelor 

L&>-an colleagues on Chadian soil must surrender to our brothers and friends in 
the Chadian .Armed Forces. They must fight against the traitor Qadhafi’s regime, which 
sends them throughout the world and kills them. May God cause my appeal to be 
heard, and may \ou fight against the criminal and bloodthirsty Qadhafi. 

Idriss Saleh Abdel-Hamid Abdallah. Born C. 1942 
in Beida. Electrician/driver. Enlisted man drafted 
into the Atmy in 1983. Married. Eight children. 

I was taken prisoner in Fada. I was taken to Chad by force. 1 was dragged away 
from my family and my etght children. 1 had no intention of coming to Chad. but was 
forced to hoard tw plant that was to land in Chad. 

Therefore. I ask that Libyan troops withdraw from Chadian territory so that the 
two peoples ma? li\r in peace. I do not at all agree with Qadhafi’s policy on Chad, a 
Moslem and brother country. 
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Mahmoud Assadick Bcchir Gharghar. Born c. 
1963 in Gueriane. Student. Enlisted man drafted 

into the Army in 1983. Married. One child. 

The majority of the Libyan people disapprove of the current situation in Libya it- 
self, as they disapprove of this war. Consequently the Libyan Army must withdraw 

from Chad, which is by no means Libyan territory. And those who die here are not mar- 

tyrs. May thry return 10 Libya to put an end to the regime of the traitor Qadhati. who 
has dispersed fam111cs and orphaned children. 

,411 Libyans. I~IVII and women. must rise up against this rceime which has dlspcrscd 

us. 

WC shall return IO our country very soon, God willing. 

Mohamad Amhamad Salim Arqani. 

I was drafted into the Army on 1 lanuary 1979 in Ghadames. I was later 
transferred to Benghazi to be sent to Chad. I then fled the Benghazi military camp to re- 
join my family in Ghadames. The military police caught me and sent me to Fada on 1 
November 1986. 

The situation in Libya itself is such that the population is St&ring from a scarcity 
of consumer products. Xhere are lines everywhere: for soap, macaroni, bread, etc... This 
is the result of Qadhafi’s policy. We, the Libyan peopk. have no score to settle with the 
Chadian people. Qadhafi alone is responsible for the pbkm. The Libyan Army IS in 
Chad against its will, but it must even so assume its mponsibilities to get out of Chad 
and overthrow Qadhafi’s regime. 
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Yakhlif Ammar Yakhlif Jachhoushi. Born C. 1957 

in Zouara. Farmer. Enlisted man drafted into the 

Army in IWO. Sc.rrl:t:try. Married. Two children. 

The Kcvolutionary Committees and the Green Hook arc ot’ no help to the Libyan 
people, cxccpt to a few so-called leaders. The Libyan pcoplc as a whole have nothing to 
gain from this rrgimr. They do not suffer gladly thr linrs that form outside the shops 
that srll the hasit. nrccssitirs. The entire Libyan so&t?- strll~r-s fl-oni this regime and its 
compulsoq rl~il~I;lr\- srrvicc. (‘onscqucntly. the L.ihy;n lixccs must withdraw from 
Chadian soil to JCIUJII to Libya and overthrow Qadhali’s r-cginlc. 

.Almouloudy Cia~lnourl~ .AIi Sr~~lcymanc Assoukiny 

(Srbah). 

I left Libya in December 1986. Libya’s domestic situation is characterizcd by lines 
everywhere and for everything. The markets are short of basic consumer goods, and 
this shortage affects all products; and then there are the high prices. Qadhafi is the 
cause of all of this. He is at the root of all the problems facing the Libyan people, most 
of whom are emigrating and fleeing the country. 

We see nothing good in the slogans currently being spouted in Libya. Quite the 
contrary; they have sown poverty among the Libyan people. The Libyan forces must 
quickly withdraw from Cahdian territory, therefore. Those who cannot must surrender 
to the Chadian Army. And so I ask the Libyan Army to return to Libya to end 
Qadhafi’s reign once and for all. 

Bechir Abdallah Mustapha Ghileo. Born c. I959 in 
Musuraka. Laborer. Enlisted man drafted into the 
Army in 1980. Bachelor. 

Om 25 November 1986, I was forced to come to Fada via Koufra lo light our Moo- 
lem brothers in Chad. 

‘I%etownofFa&irnowu&r ian Government c0mtrol. 



:!bdcl-hlrdjid hluharnad ~\hd~+\\~;~l~. tIo1 II C. I WIJ 

in Alanlaria (Egypt). ~\c~ou~l;~nl ii)1 “slll’l~qc 

I‘ihcsti”. Enlislcd man dratird unto ltw AI-~! in 
I qt(5. ‘I--02 tank drivel-. I\-l;lrl.i~d. SC\ (‘11 l-t11ld1.1’11. 

: ii* kc‘oplr’s (‘omm!IIws nl~*clings and lhc slogans ha\c added up II) nc)iillng.. 

Iv ‘1:. t. ;Iic Jai p0u1*1 is ().itlhafI hirns~lf~, The Libyan pcoplc 21~’ 111~~21 ( 1ll!k:.i11~7 

goad:; tr;l::~ bcr’nmC >c‘;lrcC. ~‘co~Ic I; .c‘ to lint up for cvcr)Itllng. (‘tlilii 1~1’1~1l1gS 1k1 Iiw 

Chadians. no\ lhc Libyr\ns. ‘lk 1 ih>an Army 31~51 rctum 10 1 iby:\ and CICY\IIW thy 

country of the inIcrna1 cncm!-. i c.. olwthrow Qadhafi. so that the I\\O Iwoptc. LXII 
finally rest pcaccfully int!i~*ir owi couriirics. U ~5 shall r-cturn 10 I.II)!;I dl’lcr I[ is 

liberated. God willing. 

Mustapha Abdel-Salam Ahmat. Born c. I%2 in 
Benghazi. Student. Drafted into tbr .%rmy in 198 1. 
Sergeant. Bachelor. 

i live in the El Mohajirim El-Majsuri district. I joined the Army in October I981 
as a fourth class in “compulsory tray. ing”. I arrived in Chad on 5 Dcccmbcr 1986. 
Before rhi,-. ! was in the 24th ISattaliun’s pison in Libya, i was taken from prison to 
appear before a ;nilitary coun to answer for my desertion. Suddenly. I found m>srlf at 
the airport. thrn on a plane which tanded in Koufra. It was then that I was told that I 
was not going to a mititary court. but to Chad. I had no choice. I was a prisoner in their 
hands. Then. the battle of Fada erupted. and I was taken prisoner on 4 January 1987. I 
would not say that the FANT incarcerated me. I can even say that they saved nq lift. 
because I was lost in the desert: they found me and gave me food and drink. I am now 
in N’Djamena and in perfect health. Except for being so far away from my parents. 1 
lack nothing. I would tell the Libyan people and the Libyan Army that it is of no use to 
hang on to prejudices and to respect that charlatan Qadhafi. who sends them to Chad, 
Uganda, Iran, etc. . . and is continually slaughtering them everywhere abroad. 

Theoretically. if those who died in Fada had died in Libya. life for the Libyan pco- 
pie would have changed. So why are they dying in Fada? For what cause are they dying? 
If the 800 or so men of our group had gone to Tripoli that day. we would have changed 
the face of our life and our future at the same time. 
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The Libyans must stop obeying this impostor Qadhafi, because it is more 
honorablc for them to die at home in Libya than to come to Chad and die. !t is honor- 
able for them to die in their own cotmtry instead of coming to light Moslems to take 
away their land! This is unacceptable. 

Mailoud Salim Ma-Ayouf. Born circa 1960 in 
Azizia. Workman. Enlisted man drafted into the 
Arm) in I98 I. hIcchanic’s hclpcr. Bachelor. 

With regard to the current political situation and everyday lift in Libya. 1 can say 
that tnc pcoplc arc in chains. in a way. Qadhafi and his close collaborators dominate 
the :itualio 1. 

Libyan soldiers who do not belong to Qadhafi’s tribe arc forced to come to fight in 
Chad. while his nearest and dearest arc spared. The Libyan people disapprove of the 
war in Chad. Consequently. I beg the Libyan people and the Libyan Army to work 
jointly to overthrow the regime, so that the Chadian and Libyan people may live in 
Pease and the respect of good neighbotliness. 

These two peoples have been brothers for a very long time. and the crisis they are 
currently experiencing wit1 disappear as soon as the corrupt gang governing Libya 
disappears. This is why I make an appeal to the Libyan Army to make a rapid 
withdrawal from Chad and return to Libya, seize command, and overthrow this 
tyrannical regime. which has poisoned our relations with friendly countries and 
neighbors. such as Chad, Lebanon, Morocco, Egypt, etc. . . 

I am well and treated wonderfully. Personally. believing what we had learned about 
the treatment of prisoners in Chad, I did not think that I would find such care there. 
We are really receiving good treatment. 

1 thank the Chadian Government, the FANT, and their leader. President His&n 
Habri. 

In Libya itself, an oficer of the unofficial People’s Militia opened up to a French 
journalist from the magazine AcMeI; this interview took place in the Koufra garrison 
for Chad operations, the very one where Qadhafi had set up his headquarters at the be- 
ginning of 1987. to direct his military operations in our country personally. Disguised 
as a lkrber, Luis Gonzaks Mata, a reporter for the publication, met the Libyan o!ker, 
who insisted on remaining anonymous following his secret entry into Libya via the 
Eqyptian border. 

This officer belongs to the Fezzan tribe. Him fellow tribesmen do not really support 
Qadbati’s great visions. But they predominate in the Libyan Army. Here is his story: 
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The officer tries to explain this contagious disease: “The Fczrans supported 
Qadhafi as soon as he seized power. . Very quickly after the revolution, all Libyans, 
without e- zeption, deeply bchcvcd in Qadhafi. I am sure that a majority of the people 
have now changed their opinion.” 

- And what about the Army? 

- The military are not really comfortable with this war. Ten yea’s ago. Qadhafi 
still sparked enthusiasm, when he founded his Islamic Legion, which had the 
noble mission of reconquering occupied Arab lands. particularly Palestine. and 
also lending a military hand to help oppressed peoples. Qadhafi did not directly 
commit the Libyan Army, which only had to officer the volunteers who had 
rushed in from everywhere and were financed by oil money. 

Until the end of the seventies. Qadhafi, rich as Croesus and backed by his piles of 
money, signed merger agreements with Syria and Egypt. He wore the halo of an Arab 
Bonaparte, incorruptible. frugal. practicing the highest virtues and Islam, but a modem 
man. Through him, the imperial unity of Arab Islam could be reborn. Libyan youth 
readily volunteered to export these values; embassies overflowed with missionary 
advisers; gifts were lavished on poor countries and aid to guerrilla groups was 
unstinting. 

In northern Chad, Qadhafi had already occupied the Aozou strip under the pretext 
of aiding the Toubous in the Tibesti region in fighting the power of the Blacks who had 
taken over in N’Djamena. 

Qadhafi made his first big blunder in Niger in 1974, when he attempted to buy 
back from President Hamani Diori a piece of Niger desert, which would extend the 
Aozou strip. It is said that this was one of the causes of the coup which ousted Diori. 
Furious with this insolence, Qadhafi began to use the radio to agitate the Tuaregs in 
Niger. He encouraged Sidi Mohamed, a Tuareg captain in the Niger Army. to attempt a 
coup. Sidi Mohamed was arrested, but Niger hushed up the affair. .4t the time, they 
feared this over-armed neighbor, from whom they were receiving a 1. :i’t bundle of 
6nancialaid.. 

The Tuaregs began to have doubts when Qadhafi sent the Idamic Legion to defend 
Amin Dada in I.Jganda. Those who were part of the expedition undtrstood nothing 
about it, and the whole affair ended in a ludicrous rout. This did not affect Qadhafi. 
Not very involved in the affair, the Army did not really get maked by the fiasco. 

At the end of 1980, Qadhafi committed his Army to the hilt in Chad. He had just 
been cast aside by Syria, which repudiated its merger treaties with Libya. Furious, 
Q&ha8 turned strai&taway toward the south. He had to do something spectacular to 
craac the alfront. Sending the Tuaregs to aid the Tooubous in conquering Chad was im- 

Tuarcgs arc traditional enemies. so Q&ha6 put want 
lady in Beirut and Mauri* for recruits, 

l .  

oppmtum to the new qtime, and eve His&n &it-& and hb Gcmncs legitimacy. We 
hlQwobefWtofbtdifkUlties. 
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their people. The military no longer understood this fratricidal was against Islamic 
brothers. Our only victory lay in forging Chadian national unity against us. The war 
was becoming very expensive. and we were much poorer. 

Last February, we had to mobilize students and call up reserve members to flesh 
out our contingent in the face of a reinforcement of the Chadian Army. and following 
the rout of the last Islamic Legion battalions. we also had to requisition drivers and 
mechanics. Deductions from wages were started to finance rhe war. 

At this time. the war really became unpopular. More and more mothers were 
weeping for sons who were dead and unburied somewhere in the desert. Younger and 
younger men were leaving home without enthusiasm and returning very disenchanted. 
Ground and air units, needed in the north of the country and along the Egyptian 
border, were moved to the south against the advice of staff headquarters. . . Shops 
began to empty; shortages set in . . . 

Until then, Qadhafi had always been generous with oil money. and rhat had 
prevented many wild outbursts. The little Green Book and the People’s Committees. . . 
But there. . .” The officer opens up. I go on: 

“This is not enough io explain how the Libyan Army, which is so well-equipped re- 
ceived, if you’ll excuse the expression, a real drubbing. . . 

- You have ta know that for years, Qadhafi has been organizing the most 
absolute instability in the Army. Officers have been replaced or transferred for 
no reason. Structures have been altered at the whim of the colonel’s fantasies. 
His worst nightmare seems to be one of a united, efficient and well-staffed 
army, of which he could become the first victim. Officers are hardly inclined to 
take risks lest they be made scapegoats. 

- The general staff could feel the problem coming. The Toubous were the eyes 
and ears of the Libyan Army. They knew their desert well. Why then had 
Qadhas ftien out with them? No one understood any of it, but we already 
missed them. 

- You also have to know that the Army is poorly informed; transistor radios arc 
forbidden in the barracks, and the security services are directed by eastern 
ad* 

There was also the case of the first large captures of Libyan prisoners. The Army 
wanted to flf?gotiate forth&n . Last January, envoys were even sent to Paris to get 
France to inte~ene with the Chad&s. But Q&ha6 stopped the whole thing, saying 
tbitthe~~kr6baemrlrudthattbeydidnotdeKrvetobclongtcrtheArrrb 
tWiOtS.” 

Ftt1y, and most importantly* same error as Hitler had wbcst im 
dillieutty.Qmlba6~tolmke operations him&f after the foU of 
Fodrond#MetoBuyiaKouftrputtime.Heoodercdtbe~pturcofF~oOlrinrt 
theadviceofhi8t3tBcem 
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“After the first ambush,” recounted the officer, “Colonel ()a~lhali. although 

Column B was very far away from the site of the ambush. gave rhc order IO pu\h toward 
Kora, to aid its brothers or. if it should be loo late. to a\cngc thc.nl. ( ~liumn H al-rived 
too late and also fell into the ambush. . .‘* 

- And the third column? 

- This was where the monumental error was commltlcd. IS II moved out. 
Column B was more than SO kilometcrs south of its IIwoI~.-~K;II point of 
departure. The French Air Force then showed up. and Ihc column quickly 
turned back. staying out of the melee.. . 

- So there were too many errors? Errors made by the grncral stall” 

- Errors made by the supreme commander. who would rcall! libc 10 hl;lrnc orhcrs 
for the mistakes. As of March 20. the general staff and fi~r-~~~gn xi\.Iscrs were 
considering a withdrawal from the Ouadi-Doum brrsc IO (IL:I Ili;llll IIIIL*. lhc 
22nd parallel. Qadhafi would not hear of it. The foreign ;IcI\ 1sc1.s 1~.1’( 111c hasr. 
leaving it without electronic protectiiin. 

On 23 March, the general staff presented Qadhafi with 111~ tigurc\. Ilr~c than 
2.000 dead, I5 percent of the Army wiped out. even after ir had hccn ~cinli~r~~c~t. The 
wounded arriving in Koufra and young recruits still in a state of shock alicr so violent a 
baptism by fire. 

On hearing this report, Qadhafi became a raving maniac. Hc c\cn struck the 
colonel who was directing the operations with his stick! Hc shouted *. I’hcrc uill bc 
court martials for treason.” He even accused his Soviet and East German allies of cow- 
ardice!. . . Qadhafi does not accept this defeat. . . It must bc admiltcd that Xmcrican 
AWACs and French listening devices aided the Chadians. 

- You find this a determining factor? 

- I did not say that. We now clearly know that the Chadians wan1 their national 
unity. Qadhafi had always assured us that he had Paris’s agreement on the 
division of Chad, which was the cornerstone for his union of the nomads of the 
Satma. This then was falw. 

- How did the Soviets react? 

- The Soviets were furious, continued the captain. Eariier you must remember. at 
the time of the American bombins of Tripoli in April 1986. the Soviet fleet had 
left our territorial waters a few hours before. . . 

Q&ha& forced by Rome to sell back Libya’s 14 percent share of Fiat, made a good 
pm& &out it, more than two biliion francs in cash. But he had to give most of it to the 
Sovieta to get delivery of mat&e1 and munitions. 

It is astonishing, even so, to hear an officer of the Revolutionary Committees in 
ofwatching over troop morak, tell me all of this. for hours. in the Koufra head- 

q-t irfeadlysmmhial. 

to convey the malaise within the expeditionary corps and Libya 
by the Libyan People’s Commi 
987, which call for a veritable 
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Let the reader be the judge: (Se Resolutions 11. 12, 23, 25, 31, 32 and 33): 

11. Fight against and combat reluctance and apply the penalties provided against 
it; 

12. Give official and legitimate support to the fighting in a strong manner. while 
leaving the security on the domestic front to the People’s Committees; 

23. Ban listening to enemy mdio stations; 

25. Divide the Jamahiriya into militia units for the protection of the cities: 

31. Raise the morale of the troops and give the necessary assistance to their 
families; 

32. Form committees at the district level to unite the Chadians and establish a pro- 
gram of action; and 

33. Establish control files whithin the Army to detect deserters. 

Does Qadhafi’s policy on Chad have unanimous support in the Army? 

No, it does not. Besides, the Libyan Army general staff seems to bc nurturing a ccr- 
tain uneasiness regarding Qadhafi’s policy. You have to know that the Libyan Army IS 
kept in a state of suspicion by the current political regime. It was the Army that carried 
off the coup on I September 1969. For a few years, the Army was the regime’s principal 
support. But since the proclamation of the Jamahiriya, Qadhafi has distrusted the 
Army. 

Several times in the past, especially in 1980 and after the American raids on 
Tripoli and Renghazi, there were reports of a few uprisings in some of the barracks. 
such as in Tobruk. The Revolutionary Committees keep a close watch on senior ofliccrs 
in the Army, particularly the Berber speakers. The Revolutionary Committees also 
control access to the arsenals. Another sign of this distrust: during anniversary 
celebrations of the Jamahiriya in Sebha, in February 1987. Qadhafi called for the 
formation of people’s defense committees. It is a matter of arming the population. he 
aaid, so that the military can rest. This reveals the tension between the Army and the 
political power. 

At this meeting, the Libyan People’s Committees, which are responsible for 
carrying out QadhaPs philosophy, expressly adopted resolutions concemmg Chad. 
There subversive Committees re&irmed that Chad is a demographic and geographic 
extenai~n of Libyan. What is still more significant is that Qadhafi has decided to 
continue to train and arm Cbadians living in his country or in the occupation zone for a 
naasaive invasion of Chad. He has given himself full powers in directing new optrations 

it is considered that the war in Chad constitutes an opening for Is- 
Aftica. 

8. Consider that the war in Chad is a war of liberation and an opening for Islam in 
the direction of Africa. 

n Chad. these resolutions 
to finish off our country. 

natim for example, Resolu- 
mdl 
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in the fighting in an intensive manner. while specifying that Libya’s internal security 
will be left to the people’s Committees. 

-12. Give official and legitimate support to the fighting in a strong manner, while 
leaving security on the domestic front to the People’s Committees. 

-32. Form committees at the district level to unite the Chadians and establish a 
program of action for them. 

Worse still, paragraph I7 of the text considers the 16th parallel the limit of the bor- 
der between the Jamahiriya and N’DjamCna. 

In point 22, a state of emergency is decreed for this entire border. It will be noted 
that the resolution clearly mentions the border between the Jamahiriya and N’Dja- 
mena. something which. in other words, means that Tripoli denies that a Chadian state 
has the right to exist. 

22. Decree a state of emergency along the entire Jamahiriya border. 

This idea is supported by Resolution 30 which stipulates that Chad is the 
geographic and demographic extension. thus the natural extension. of the great 
Jamahiriya: this is ‘Q be understood as incorporating Chad into Libya. 

30. The defense of the Chadian people is legitimate considering that Chad is the 
demographic and geographic extension of the Great Jamahiriya! 

In addition, the loss of human lives in the Libyan Army, its demoraliration and the 
lukewarm attitude of its soldiers during operations in northern Chad, which numerous 
recent desertions made known, did not escape the congress’s attention. ‘These are the 
reasons why it adopted several resolutions concerning the military. 

Point 10 gives reservists who have not responded to the call to arms one last oppor- 
tunity to do so as soon as possible under penalty of serious punishment. 

10. Let us give one last opportunity to reservists who have not responded to the call 
to arms to do so and let us give then the necessary means of transportation. 

On the other band, the engagement is now such that Chadiano are carefully ieft out. 
In fact, Resoiution 24 states that Chadian troops are not to be relied upon for 
operations and that Libyan troops now have full responsibility for this. 

24. No reliance is to be placed on armed Chadian movements for operation& entire 
responsibility is to be given to Libyan troops. 

Even though the Libyan People’s Congress, in other words Parliament. is merely an 
echo chamber for the Libyan regime, the resolutions it recently adopted are neverthe- 
less not without considerable importance. 

By giving fuil powers to Qadhafi, the supreme chief of the armies, to direct his war, 
as stipulated in Resolution 26, the Congress now admits the real dimensions of the con- 
tlliet and, above all, makes the war between Chad and Libya offiriai and I 

-26. Let us give full powers to Qadhafi, the supreme chief of the anniea, to t&e 
the neussary measures to push back the aggression. 

ng his action in Chad, in Libyan eye8 at 
ns of the madman of Syrta &ouM knrcnr 

a coRflict is Row am obvbw fact. 
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Through its press agency Jana. the Libyan Government. specialist in disinforma- 
tion. is always seeking to manipulate opinion on the Chad-Llh)a cont1lr.t. In less than 
three months. a French daily has reported four examples of this: 

Last 6 January, the defense minister in a Paris communiquti said that a “helicopter 
from the French Epervier contingent crashed while on a very low-altitude surveillance 
mission” near the 16th parallel. The crew is safe and sound. 

The next day, the official Libyan press agency picked up “W incidrnt. reporting 
that a PUMA military helicopter belonging to the French occupallon forces stationed in 
Chad had been shot down the previous day. 

On I7 February, Radio Tripoli announced that the FANT chief-of-staff, the 
celebrated warrior ldriss Deby, had joined the forces of the new GlJNT after rebelling 
against President Hissein HabrCs tribe. The information picked up the same day by 
AFP was firmly denied on I8 February by the French ambassador to N’DjamCna. who 
said he had talked to Idriss Deby on the telephone that evening. 

Last 9 March. Jana published the following communiqui: “Today a commando 
unit from GUNT’s national liberation arm!- special forces attacked a Transall transport 
plane south of the 16th parallel. The plane was loaded with pro\.isions. medecines and 
fuel. The attackers destroyed the plane. which burned.” 

The I.ibyan communiqut was immediately picked up by the Associated Press in 
London. C’n IO March, France-Inter’s 7:30 a.m. newscast reported a French Transall 
shot down by Chadian rebels. The duty officer at the French Defcnsc Ministry said that 
he could neither confirm nor deny the report. (This is normal. He new nothing about it 
and first had to get information.) Most of the national and regional media reported the 
destruction of the Transall. often with a “reportedly”. Radio Algiers. Radio Bar&i, 
GUNT Radio and Cairo Radio repeated the Libyan communiquC. 

“France is a democracy.” 
On 12 March. Radio Bardai, quoted by Jana. broadcast that the GUNT forces had 

that morning stopped “a FANT commando unit which was accompanied by a French 
mobile radar unit and had crossed the 16th parallel. The radar was destroyed and four 
French technicians and advisers killed.” The Reuter press agency confirmed the 
information, spccifj4ng that the skirmish had taken place ‘*near Mourdi. 130 kilometers 
from the Fada oasis in the northwest of the country.” 

Paris immediately denied Rcutcr’s information, which had been rcportcd on the 
telephone from Tripoli by Facho Balam, delegate of the GUNT for foreign affairs. This 
time, none of the French media pick& up the Tripoli communiqui. “We are no longer 
at the time when soldiers were buried at night in the barracks” commented a defase 
ministry spokesman. “Nothing will be hidden in the event of fess of human fives and 
materiel. France is a democracy.” 

These four exam&s, which are contradicted by the facts. iUustrate the political de= 
termination of the Libyan Government working thfougb Jana to establish proof that 
French forces stationed in Chad were participants in the internal Chadian co&k 
Clearly, Libya wants to accredit the theory according to which there is at least parity be- 
tween Libya and France in behavior and responsibilities in Chad’s affairs. Whereas 
France is present in Chad at the government’s request only, and within the fmmework 
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Arab League, and recognize their territorial claims. They had previotisly made the same 
proposal to their Chadian allies. Here is the text of this proposal, dated January 1981: 

“Within the framework of the strategic alliance between the Socialist People’s 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Chad, important meetings were held between the two 
countries, which resulted in the following agreements: 

1. To work toward complete unity between the two countries, a mass unity in 
which power, wealth and arms will bc in the people’s hands and its instruments will be 
the People’s Congress and Committees. 

2. To reinforce the strategic and fated alliance of the two countries, to consider any 
aggression against one as aggression against the other, with each of the two comtries 
being ready to fight alongside the other in case of aggression against one of them. 

3. The parties have decided to continue their aid to the peoples struggling for their 
freedom and intensify their struggle against colonialism, Zionism and reaction in 
Africa, in Arab lands and everywhere else in the world. 

4. The Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya asserts that it will unconditional- 
ly continue its aid to !he sister Republic of Chad in such a way as to ensure the freedom 
and independence of its people and to destroy reactionary gangs, puppets and 
collaborators of colonialism at home and abroad. 

5. Under the joint defense treaty concluded between the two countries on 2 Shaban 
1389, which corresponds to 15 June 1980. and at the official request of the Chadian 
government, the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya will send militray forces to 
help in maintaining security, in consolidating the peace which was reinstated following 
the civil war and in rebuilding the Chadian national army and security services. 

6. The two parties strongly condemn imperialist, Zionist reactionary attempts- 
supported by colonialism in the region, especially by the collaborating regimes of Sudan 
and Egypt, which aim to attack the victories won by the Chadian people and to rekindle 
the fire of discord and war in Chad. 

The activities undertaken by the Sudanese and Egyptian regimes, and the Sudanese 
president’s statement, according to which war has only just begun in Chad, constitute 
the beginning of aggression against the Chadii people and concrete measures to start 
agpeaion against Chad. The schemes of the two tima are a violation of the OAU 
Charter and the Laos accords. In this connection, the two patties warn the Sudanese 
Govemement of the consequences of any msion mounted against Chad from 
Sudanese territory. The Sudanese Govememcnt will have to assume all the conse- 
quences of such an act, and the Chadian people will not sit on their hands in the face of 
anything that constitutes a threat to their security and intqgrity. 

9. The Jamahiriya asserts that it will continue and increase its economic aid to the 
sister Republic of Chad to enable it to build it&f up and to bring progress and 
pNNperitytothebrother 

8. The two parties their complete satisfktion comxming cooperation 
between the Socialist Peopk‘s iriya and Chad, a cooperation which 
has efkctively contributed to nd security in the sister Republic of 
Cl&. 

of Ihe latent La- 
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problems without an ’ foreign colonialist intervention. On this subject, the two parties 
express their thanks and consideration for the praiseworthy efforts of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria and its President AL FZadj Shehu Shagari to establish peace in 
Chad. They also express their consideration for the current present of the OAU, Siaka 
Stevens, president of the Republic of Sierra Leone. 

10. The Chadian side expresses its high consideration for the Jamahiriya’s aid to 
the Chadian people, thanks to which they have been able to stop the rebellion and es- 
tablish peace and security in Chad. 

Il. The two parties have decided to open the borders between the Socialist 
People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Republic of Chad to enable Libyans and 
Chadian to travel freely and unconditionally and to complete the merger between the 
two brother peoples. 

12. The two parties emphasise the need to reinforce the legal govemement of 
(‘had, considering it the only legitimate power in Chad, and urge African countries and 
the international community to support the government to enable it to rebuild Chad, to 
grant it assitance and to abstain completely from dealing with any authority outside the 
government. 

13. The two parties promise to maintain security and stability in the area and to re- 
spect the political choices made by the countries in the region and wishes of their gov- 
ernments. They assert their attachment to the principle of non-interference in the 
domestic affairs of other countries. 

The Chadian government expresses its desire to develop its relations with all 
countries. with those bordering Chad in particular, on condition that these countries re- 
spect its sovereignty and abstain from interfering in its domestic affairs. 

Published on 30 Safar 1390 after the Prophet’s death, which eorres~nds to 
6 January 198 1. 

A few passages from the 15 June 1980 Treaty of Friendship and Alliance between 
the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Republic and the Republic of Chad merit 
clarification. 

This treaty singularly limits Chad’s independence and sovereignty, placing it in 
fact, if not legally, under a protectorate. The document, it is true, mentions reciprocal 
assistance in passing, in &tick 2. 

- Article 2: l *Tbc two parties have committed themselves to an 
military and internal/external security information and to 
neceswysupportiatbeevent tbatoneoftbeparti~,orlx#bsim 
ait exposed to direct or indin tt danger.” But anyone wbo CJM re& 
line8 muxt UMilenorad that taking into account the m of fr#cao- 

piwtytbatwouk#providetbeaCwAlk4 
. The party that would wceive the auppost, 

bmceprotectiQn,wouM~cbrd~ 
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- Article 3: Places the execution of said treaty under the joint responsibility of the 
1 September Revolution and the Chadian Revolution led by FROLINAT in the 
following ways: 

a. Reinforce cooperation between the two countries in the economic and 
military sectors. 

b. Combat colonialism in all its forms on the African continent. 

c. Repulse any foreign aggression against the African continent. 

- Article 8: Written in Tripoli on 3 Shaban 1389 after the Prophet’s death, which 
corresponds to 15 June 1980, in two copies, one in Arabic and one in French, 
both having the same legal value, this Treaty which “becomes effective on the 
date of signing” was ratified by: 

Dr. Ali Abdelsalam Triki 
for the Socialist People’s Libyan 
Arab Jamahiriya 

Brahim Youssouf 
for the Republic of Chad 

As a reminder, it should be recalled that similar statutes prevailed in all French 
West African and Equatorial African colonies during the so-called “community” 
between 1958 and 1960. Let us have the courage to call things by their names: this is 
known as a protectorate treaty. 

The Chadian natinn and the patriotic forces that have issued from it consider this 
pact null and void, Ultd condemn without reservation those who, from near and far, 
conceived this tnaty and facilitated its execution. It is neither more nor less than a do+ 
ument that tends to legalize Libyan aggession and puts an end to the existence of 
Chad. All countries in which peace, justice and freedom are cherished should denounce 
it 8s such. 
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LIBYAN OFFIC‘ERS ?\ND Nt’Os WHO Lhl) (v,hlP.\NIES IN THE 
BORK(rCJ-ENNEDI-TIBESrl REC;loN 

Tam 
Commandant Fatahala 

Sous-LIeutenant Abdelgader Ramadane 

Caprtame Mahamat Saleh Rrgueygne 

Capltame Mahamar D]erdane 

Sous-Leutenant Ahamat Alhasse 

Capltame Mahamat Awed 

CapiWre Matoug Mahamat 

Sous-Lieutenant Hmsem Nxhade 

Sow-Lreutsnan~ Abdelgader Al-Magrakti 

Lreutenanr Hadr H&l 

Soue-Lieutenant Sahm Zoon 

Capitame Matongue Houmadl Barka 

Commandam Mufta DJouma 

Sous-LIeutenant Mahamat Nouradme 

keutenant Hadi Dloul 

Sergent Chef Sahm Mahamat Alamn 

Adjudant Chef Abdelhamld Salam 

Commandant Boche 

Sous LIeutenant Nouh Mahamat 

Capltame Younous Hassl 

Capltame Ibrahrm Abdelguassim Abdelatrf 

Capltarne Mahamat Al Haram 

Commandant Abdelgader Mougouche 

Sergent Chef Abouhakar Saad 

LIeutenant Colon?! Abdel HamIt 

Commandant Mahamat Outman 

heulenant Bechrr Abdelguasslm 

LIeutenant Abdemach DJllkoum 

Sous Lleutenan! Sahm Blzama 

Lleutenan: Mahamat Abdalia:; 

Capktame AWeI-AZIZ Mahamdl 

Leutenant Braturn Mahama! 

Commacddnt ZW Maham;rt Ahma! 

Lkeu!enan! Hzsez Ma>ama* 

ZOUAR 

Capitame Chalb 

Caprtame Senoussi 

Capname Hamah 

Capltame Mufta hlezgul 

Commandant Abadallah D~abo~ 

LIeutenant Mahdmrt Saldh 

Sergent Mufta Mahamat 

&gent Mustapha Louafr 

&gent Chef Ah Muslaphd 

Commandant Senoussr 

Capitame Hameh Mahamar 

Lleulenant Mahdl Sagar 

Lleulenam Colonel Abdelsalam Dafu 

LIeutenant Ahmad 

LIeutenant Colonel Abde!.ladrr 

?Nlh 

zommandant DO,&! 

Capl!alne Ai. hfdtl.dindt Mc~~ta...: 

Mahamdt IbrdhIm Ah 

Colonel Dlouma Zald 

Capltame hfahamat l?:a!c$r>e 

CiUCBlJb 
Capltdxe Ah Zrlt 

Soils-Lleurenanl Amar hkuijd Souiemane 

0uMcHJulouDn 
Capilame Arhouma fbrahrm 

Captramr Ab~~baka~ Ah hlahamal 

Colone! Rlf; Chrrif 
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OuaDX-omd - YOQORO-TExmo 
Colonel Khalifa Atfat 
Ueutenant-Colonel Ahmat Hone 

Capitaine Djouma Rajeb 
Capitaine Khaled Haniche Djldairm 
Lieutenant M~uatapha Mohamed 
Commandant Zatouk mufta 
CommaAdam Chabani Ali 
Cqxtaine Ben lwa S&h 
ueutenant Bahloul 
CommMdant Mahamoud Mohamed 
Capitaine Ahmat Maart 
Capitaine Sdim Faraj 
Capitatne Abmad Roronacha 
CapitaiW aechir 
ueutelumt rammed hfhhamat 
Souleman Bouc41af 
Camtnandant Ali Belgassem Zintani 
Commandant Wohamed Fourdjani 
tieuteDantcolorrel Abounawara 

Leutenant &star Ahmat 
Capitaine Abdel @t&t Ali 
Capitame Mahmoud 
Sous&ieutenant Ali Mahmoud 
frleutenant Abdel Razouz 
Lieutenant Ahmed Ali 
Lieutenant Moctar Sedawi 
Commandant Mohamed Ni Fardjant 
Capitaine Mouabah 
Lieutenant Rechir Mohamed 
Capitaine Abdelkader Awad Moumwi 
Lieutenant Colonel Ahmad Gun 
Lieutenant Mohamed Mouabmh Djeli 
Capitaine Abdel-Aziz 
Capita&e Awada Abdelhamid 
Capitame phelid Mohamed Neche 
Capitaine Ahmad Boulanacha 
Lieutenant Ouet 
Capita&e Abdallah 
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ABOU IDJELI AL1 MOUGADAM. Soldier 

-. - 





* I~roiafarmyoutbrttbeFricadlyFomrchatarrattschedtoyou~cprryi~outmini~opera- 
tiom in tevcml different places without kccpinp us informed. This malicious action cadawn the security 
ofourtmuuMl- 

Having uid tbir, we arc wmouncinp suspension of all military sctivity until we have found 8 Aution 
to the problem. In addition, we must be vigilant and strengthen out troop 

we l v8it your reply. 
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LETTER FROM THE COMMANDER OF FADA TO THEIR ALLIES (MINMO OPERATION) 



TYFICALO ROANIZA7W3NALCXARTOFANINFANTRYBRM3ADE 
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STATEMENT FROM AFTER-ACI’ION REPORT 
BY THE FANT HIGH COMMAND 

MATERIEL CAPTURED DESTROY ED TOTAL 

-~tmov.26 ........... .................... .... 2 2 
-Tuyolov.22 ................................. 2 2 
-L-39 bomber (Atbsttus) ......................... II 4 I5 
-Marchetti bomber .... .............................. 9 8 17 
-MIcI-21 bomkr ........................................ 2 2 
-MIO-23 bomber .......... ........................... 1 I 
-MCI-25 bomber ................................... I I 
-MI-24 lteli~tcr ........................................ 3 8 II 

Tat8bl 23 28 51 

-'F-w tMk .................................................... 
-T-35 uak ................................................... 
-Tbf lank ................................................... 
-B&23 ta&.. ................................................ 
-Tank tlamgaw ........ ..... ........ ........... ... 
-casavd umoml cu.. .................... ........ 
-Am.-90 ..................................................... 
-BMP ........................................................... 
4&Il orpll (M-12) ........................... 
-y&an! ...... ] ................................................ 

.................... . ............................. 
-SAM-l6 battay.. ................................... 
M-13 bmcry ......................................... 

3 
II3 

I2 

10 
8 
4 

I46 - 
39 
10 
IO 
I2 - 
4 

4 
183 

I8 
I7 

I34 
20 

I 

7 
296 

I2 

28 
25 

4 
280 

59 
IO 
IO 
I3 
4 

TaJr 426 510 Bo6 

-81 IItaJ momI.. ....................................... I I 
-82 mm leoamr.. ............................... ... 2 2 
-I20 mm IIKwlu.. ................................. 

5il 
I 

-14.5 mm m8cbine #un ............................ 24 74 
-23 mm pill.................................... ............. I6 22 38 
-106 mm ~0 ........................................... 60 60 
-122 mm gun ......................................... 22 I2 34 
-107 mm s4Js mid& ........ 4 I3 I7 



Marc&l 

- 14.5 mm quad machine gun ......................... ._, 
-Toyota equip& with 14.5 mm machine gun.. .. 
-Toyota quipped with radio ................................. 
-Toyota quipped with air-to-air missile 

launcher. ................................................................... 
- Toyota troop carrier .............................................. 
- Toyota car.. ............................................................. 
-Complete radar system .......................................... 
- Kinois vehicle loaded with BM. I2 rockets. ......... 
- Field kitchen ............................................................ 
-Jeep equipped with 106 mm gun.. ........................ 
- Command jeep ..................................................... . .. 
- Korean jeep.. ........................................................... 
- Land rover ............................................................. 
- Land rover with radio ......................................... 
- Memedee repair van .................................... . ......... 
- Mercedes heavy transporter .................................. 
- Mercedes tank truck .......................................... 
- Unimoc ambulance ........ . ....................................... 
- Unimoc mpair unit ................................................ 
- Bcriicr heavy uxnsportcr .............................. .___ 
- Military cnginccrs’ grader ..................................... 
-Genemtor ........................................................... .... 
- Dc8Iroycd vehick. ................................................... 
- Transcicvcr .............................................................. 
- Liit we8ponr.. ....................................................... 
- Wgc sI0eks of military cnginccrs cquipmcnt 
- Large stocks of ammunition of all calihcrs.. ........ 
- Large stock8 of fuel ................................................ 
- Large stocks of medicincs .................................... 
- Wgc stock8 of food supplies .......................... 

C8PlUd 

3: 
2 

I 
194 

7 
2 

3; 
2 
2 

16 
8 

2:: 
43 

I 
I 
2 

: 

2: 
Capturrd 
clpt URd 
Captured 
c8pIurcd 
c8ptured 

Dcslroycd 

17 
2 

40 
I 

13 

2 
2 
I 

:: 
32 

2 

7 

Total 

s: 
4 

23: 
I 

; 
I 

43 
2 
4 

18 
9 

12 
266 

7s 
I 
I 
4 
2 
8 

: 
260 



la 
38 40 41 42 

!I 
43 44 45 46 

1 

39. Lieutenant Colonel Saleh Mohammed 41 Habony 
40. Second Lieutenant Lacrimi hlwrl 4hmad 
4 I. Captain Faradj Said I’auswuf 
42. Second Lieutenant Zaki hlnhamrd I>~lhrlnc 
43. Second Lieutenant Ah Al-HadI 41 Ciay 
44. Captain Sadik Al Hadi AndI 

45. t-lrsl I wutcnanl Twh Isw 5!a\wwd 
46. (‘apraln Ihdcl 4rlnr rnc~h;lmcd l’ousuwf 
-I7 Srcond I lculenant 4la!a tlaloun .4111e 
+8X. <‘aptam 41 tiahlt Hrahml 
JU. (‘apIaIn Nasaldlnr SadA -\hdci Salam 

41 48 49 
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It was not until 1986. a year marked by a wave of dramatic and particularly bloody 
terrorist attacks. that the free world finally woke up: “Qadhafi’s Libya. A Case of 
Aggression” is the title of a book recently published in the West. According to experts 
who have studied this plague of modern times. the Libyan chief of state has perpetrated 
49 terrorist attacks, assassination and destabilization attempts. There is no corner on 
the planet to which the Libyan colonel has not tried to export his form of subversion, 
i.e., state terrorism. 

Yet as early as the late seventies. the man who came to feel entrusted with a divine 
mission on earth soon after taking power, began weaving his terrorist network across 
the oceans and the continents, with the help of the Libyan oil windfall. His I September 
1969 coup was a boon for rough-and-ready soldiers of fortune eager for heroic 
adventures. Barely a year after taking power, this windbag, a product of Libya’s 
immense resources, was already fascinated with terrorism and subversion as a means of 
gaining publicity for himself. . . A manna of petrodollars was to bc spent on it. To re- 
make the world. Qadhafi bled the Libyan people white. Without there being any 
tangible returns today. 

His most flagrant, as well as most unjust aggression. the one against Chad. dates 
back to 1973, three years after Qadhafi’s putsch. Although permanent and pernicious, 
the desert horseman’s machinations in Chad are only the tip of the iceberg. 

While the Libyan chief of state gained notoriety on the African continent for his 
Homeric love affairs, his unification attempts are also legion. Defender of the weak and 
oppressed-a greatly usurped image. which he insists on wearing as proudly as he does 
his many outfits-he made and is still making promises to all and sundry. openly 
dreaming in return of seeing his “Islamic Republic of the Sahel” come into being 
somewhere. 

Press representatives, experts who have met him and studied his case. know that 
each disappointment. each rejection of the “Guide’s” advances turns into a rancor that 
can be healed only through vengeance. Who knows Qadhafi any other way in Africa? 
Long before he occupied Aozou in northern Chad. Qadhafi’s regime had sent its amy 
to the Ugandan jungle. far from the desert. two years earlier. There it became mired. To 
save “oppressed” dictator Idi Amin Dada 

Has the Polisario Front been forgotten:’ Long before Algeria. Qadhafi was liberally 
flooding Saharaoui fighters with petrodollars. Until one fine morning. unionitis threw 
the Libyan leader into the arms of King Hassan II of Morocco. This produced the Arab- 
African IJnion. the AAll. an unnatural union dissolved when hardly a reality: and so. 
the inconsolable widower turned hack to his first low. the Polisario Front. Long 
deprived of its dinar-making plate. the Saharaoui Movement was nhlc 10 hold its head 
high again. Since mid-Februac 1987. fighting is again raging in the former Spanish col- 
ony. Africans are spilling the blo& of other Africans. 

For a long time. even after Hailc Selassie’s downfall. Qadllafi was the major 
provider of the Eritrean irredrntists whose motivation was to put an end to thr ycign of 
the “King of Kings”. another “imperialist agent” in Qadhafi’s view. What was the 
Libyan colonel looking for? Simply put. Eritrca is an “Arab land”. which means that 
Eritrean Independence fighters would be trained and financed wrth Libyan weaith. 
C;nti the day when the “world opponent” signed a “strategic agreement” with 
&&q&u Hails Mariam. Good-bye to Eritrea the “Arab land” so briefly dear to the de- 
sert prcrphet’r heart. War continued betwcer! Fritrean\ and the central C3ovemmcnt. 



the Jaiah;riya leader-with the help of arms provided Colonel John Garang b) 
Qadhafi’s Libya. For a long time Colonel Garang, a Christian. was assured of 
Muammar Qadhafi’s assistance. He undoubtedly was dumbfounded however. when his 
union-chasing protector, during a stopover in Khartoum en route home from the latest 
Non Aligned Summit in Harare, must have proposed a Sudanese-Libyan Union to 
Prime Minister Sadek El-Mahdi, Sudan’s new strongman. Was Qadhafi’s assistance to 
Sudanese insurgents meaningful only insofar as it contributed to destabilizing the 
regime of former President Gaffar El-Nimeyri, an “agent of imperialism and zionism”? 

Support to all kinds of dictators, assistance to revolutionaries. to the followers of 
any religion; Qadhafi is the only one who can sort out his own. Those who put him on 
the psychiatrist’s couch know the subject well. The Libyan colonel supports liberation 
or so-called liberation movements, opposition, or serious or ludicrous protest groups. 
only as long as it takes to settle his accounts with the States they are fighting against. 
Many of those who believed in his mirages for a while fell into the trap. often with fatal 
results. 

Crude trickery, cynicism. dreams of grandeur, Qadhafi is not as crazy as some too 
hastily termed him. All his moves are the results of Machiavellian calculations. 
Wanting an access into Chad. he claims Niger’s Mangueni Plateau. When the heart of 
Africa is denied him from Chad, like De Gaulle from a Quebec balcony. he takes ad- 
vantage of a visit to Rwanda or Burkina Faso, his new loves. to call the Zairian people 
to revolt. 

To Burkina Faso, as to Benin or Ghana, where he perceived a whiff of ideologtcal 
similarities. he promised castles in Spain. He promised them farms. hanks anJ cr4it 
lines so that he could gain a foothold in the heart of Africa for his dirty operarwns. \s 
soon as these countries were bold enough to say “your revolution is alright. bi:t WC’ prc- 
fer ours” the well ran dry. 

Sahladine Bokassa? The former Central African monarch appearing th:\ month 
(March) before the Bangui Criminal Court. was also a prott# of the master Tripol* 
for the length 4 a 1 WI To take advantage of the oil bonanza the Libjnn c~--.KI: I wa. 
liberally dealing around. (‘entral Africa’s ex-emperor traded Jrpn-Hedcl for Sahladiw 
which was U prerequisite of Qadhafi’\. C$KW returning !o his L irun@. 13oC .x: N. :II 
back to his own name of Jean-Be&l. relating how Muammar Qadhafi h:ld 11 -hl*d ! 
feet to convert him to I~i,rn~. 

From this perspectil-c. the Green Book man’s actitisn should WI\- be i1 -4lnp 
matter. were i1 not for the vengeance or crimes spa\% ned :y hi> : ‘:‘x : lardl! 
vexation or inclined toward a sense of measure. the man whom ;I i-hlcl nf \I;I C! 

“crackea” or “loon)” always drowns his illusions in blood. Even if it means that he has 
to blame it all on the boomerang effect (sic). 

Colonel Qadhafi’s destabilizing activities go beyond the African cmtincnt. Thr 
“world opponent” has woven his spider’s web in Europe, Asia, South America. etc. To 
enhance his image. he organized an l *lntemational Revolutionary Forces Conference” 
in Tripoli in February 1986. Participants numbered more than 700. among whom were 
fundamendalist Moslem fighters from the Philippines. New&ledonian independence 

French Guyana. !?urinam. Haiti atul atbet South American and 
~iretlt&cMuwrlf#julfidede&herinteilcctu4lyor 
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logically. Everywhere, Libyan “diplomats” are being used as relays, providing merce- 
naries with arms, explosives and dirty dinars. 

Eager to make himself heard on the very doorstep of the US, which he considers 
his enemy number one, Colonel Qadhafi has tried and is still trying to get a foothold in 
South America. Even as we are finishing this document, a Libyan has just been expelled 
from Venezuela; he was in possession of subversive plans for South America and the 
Caribbean prepared by the Libyan chief of state; Qadhafi’s operative also had 
documents attesting to the financing of radical groups in French Guyana, Surinam, 
Haiti, etc. 

As early as 1969, Qadhafi used Nicaraguan Foreign Minister Tomas Barge. 
Through this avowed Stalinist, Libyan dinars were turned into arms for Central 
American guerrillas. One example among many: in April 1983, four Libyan planes on 
their way to Nicaragua stopped over in Brazil. “Medical supplies for Colombia”, which 
had just been struck by a mammoth earthquake, declared the Libyan crew. Brazilian 
customs officers, finicky and intrigued by this Libyan show of altruism, stuck their 
noses into the aircraft holds. Surprise: (they found) 84 tons of parts for 2 combat 
planes, missile-launchers, cannons, rockets, etc., bound for Nicaragua. Because of their 
ideological attinity, the latter and Cuba share the dubious privilege of serving as a 
bridgehead for Libyan terrorism and destabilixation activities in the region. Generally, 
in these fw-away countries Qadhafi is helping in the military training of Salvadoran, 
Haitian and Peruvian oppositionists and supporting the Colombian “M-19” 
Movement. 

On the European continent, there is irrefutable evidence of Colonel Qadhafi’s 
assistance to the Italian Red Brigades, the Irish IRA, German terrorists and also 
Spanish rightist extremists. For a long time, one Colonel Meer de Ribera ~8s the 
recipient of Libyan assistance to destabilite the Spanish democratic government. “The 
Call of Jesus Christ**, a mysterious organization some of the members of which were ar- 
rested in April 1986 following a terrorist attack on Air France offices in Lisbon, has not 
been forgotten; other members were planning similar attacks on Bank of America 
offices in Madrid, with direct involvement by Libyan “diplomats” who had provided 
these operatives with arms. 

In Japan, the Red Army has been receiving subsidies and explosives from Tripoli 
for a very long time. 

OtIitials in the South Pacific are becoming seriously concerned with Libya’s efforts 
to establish its presence in the area. Following New Zealand, Australia’s prime minister 
expressed his deep concern in April of this year. Mr. Bob Hawke stated that the 
possibility of a link between Libya and New Caledonia was disturbing. “The Libyans 
have a colossal arsenal of terrorist tactics, and any country in the region who would 
venture to establish relations with them would be making a big mistake*‘. As usual of 
course, Qadhafi’s efforts to gain a foothold in the South Pacific region focus on 
promoting terrorism and de8tabilizing existing regimes. 

The most absurd elements of the Libyan chief of state’s behavior are his plots in 
the Arab world, which he dreams of making into one big nation, nonetheless. While hi8 
opecehes on Arab unity are hi8 most militant, hi8 covert operations in the Near Eut are 
legion. As early as the seventies, Qadha6 attempted, through the use of millions of&l- 
ian, to g&t some infiuenee in the Arab world, in Lebanon speciticall~. mtly 
~hewi@&witttohitmeLfwithahe8vy ?turt4utnotuntifhehad~~ 



the rival factions who went on killing each other, or the terrorist splinter groups in the 
region. Lebanese Shi’ite leader Imam Muss Sadr was assassinated during a visit to 
Libya. A plot for the assassination of Jordan’s King Hussein failed in 1972, Libyan am- 
bassador to Amman Colonel Aziz Shanib having let the cat out of the bag when he 
defected. 

So many unpunished provocations, so much interference in other countries’ 
internal affairs, so much innocent blood shed around the globe. lead to the reluctant 
conclusion that Qadhafi must have a secret (weapon), i.e., a conspiracy of silence. 
Especially in Africa where condemnation of Qadhah’s activities has never gone beyond 
words. Of course, the Libyan colonel knows better than to take on anybody stronger 
than he. Aware of his limitations, he chooses his victims among those less fortunate. 
Granted. But when murderers in Qadhafi’s pay place bombs in the hold of an aircraft 
on an African airport to explode in N’Djambna, this is an utterly indiscriminate act. 
The victims could have been nationals of any country. 

It is known beyond a doubt, on the testimony of Libyan prisoners of war captured 
in northern Chad, that Colonel Qadhah’s Libya provides many camps where nationals 
from most African and other countries are being given destabilixation and terrorist 
training. There are Libyan commandos and individual agents of influence in Tunisii 
Egypt, Ethiopia, Sudan, Zaire, Ivoxy Coast, Kenya, etc., to cite only a few African 
f3xuwiea 

Africans do not hold anything against the fraternal people of Libya who would be 
only too happy to get rid of this common divider. The Islamic I&on, on which 
Colonel Qadhafi is counting to destabilixe his neighbors, is a rabbIe of poor deviIs rath- 
er than a reaI army. Libyan reverses are a testimony to the uselessness of this 
‘%&IIing” army. Inside Libya, the only purpose of the few armed militiamen 
terrorizing Libyan civilians is to undermine the Libyan profaional army; which 
explains the excessive number of mercenaries maintaining the Libyan arsenal. 
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DAMAGE DONE TO THE ECONOMY AND 
TO ITS INFRASTRUCI’URES 

Every war is universaI. 
The war being waged by Qadhafi in Chad is, therefore, multifaceted, but it is more 

generally seen under its political aspect. In fact, there is no longer any shadow of a 
doubt as to Qadhafi’s intent to dominate and annihilate, especially after the recent 
fighting that led to the brilliant victory of the valiant National Armed Forces against 
the Libyan army rabble at Fada, Ouadi-Doum, Faya, Eouar, etc. The massive and 
indiscriminate bombings, which followed in each case, as well as the impressive 
amount of materiel recovered or destroyed, and the definite and irrefittablc evidence of 
Qadhab’s intention to occupy Chad are now known, proven, and undeniable. 

But QadhaPs obsessive ambition is not meely to create a geographical space, 
Africa, in which he can satisfy his diabolical ambitions, but above all, and as concerns 
Chad in partic&r,to weaken that country in every fi&L especially: to disrupt its social 
structure and therefore its national cohesion, by keep- continual cot&% alive under 
pretextsthat~as~~theyan~~~,oordertokecpthe~~inaststeof 
constant unrest; prevent all economic development in cbad, a country ofwhose natural 
and human potential he is well aware; 

-destmy the country’s economic infmstructures in order to morteage its future 
and make Chad more dependent economically; 

-in a word, to invade, dominate, and subjugate the country. 
A quick glance at Chad’s potential is su&ient to u&rstand this. 

I-BASIC ECONOMIC PRESENTATION 

WithallduererpecttoQadhafi,withinitr1,284,000rq~Iritometcn,Chadhar 
an economic potential that, even without petrodom could permit, in a peaceful 
climate, the begin- of harmonious economic and social development. 

1. ~br~eorrtry,notoalyin~~tiontoindependeatnrtionSbutalroin 
its population, that is to say, in its human resources. As a matter of fact, of the 
approximately Bve mIIIIan inhabitant8 living within its ho* that ia not including 
the millions living in neighboriqI countries aad elsewhemz 

tbinypcrccntofthepopulrtionislersthantenyeanold; 
school-age children, those between 6 and 15 years of age, number more than one 

million ; 

17.5 percent of the population is between 20 and 29 years of age; 

-lll- 
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2. AnImaIbreeding, which constitutes a large part of the lifeblood of the Chadian 
economy, is a precious asset that opens promising perspectives in all respects, e.g. the 
food and allied industries and the exportation of meat and livestock. 

As of the end of 1986, the livestock population was as follows: 
Cattle 3.886,OOO 
Sheep and goats 4,193,OOo 
Horses 182,000 
Camels 487,500 
Donkeys 229,500 
Swine 11,300 

This sector contributed twenty per cent of the gross domestic product in 1984 and 
employs forty per cent of the active population. 

3. Chad&ta butd needs only the means of development to be able to feed all of Afri- 
ca. The marvelous geoktI@al phenomena of Lake Chad, Bar-Azoum, and I.&e Fitri, to 
mention only a few, offer potentials that have been scarcely exploited to this day. 

To this must be added Chad’s 400 billion cubic meters of subterranean water, 
which Qadhafi wants to pump in order to create his man-made river, and its 47 billion 
cubic meters of ground water which need only be brougtht to the surface to transform 
Chad into a verdant ggrden. 

LastIy, Chad has the greatest potential of irrigable land in the Sahel. i.e., 335,000 
hu%ares, only seven thousand of which were under development as of the end of 1979. 

4.MIneraI-. In addition to the natural gas and oil resources, which have 
bum discovered just about everywhere in Chad, the country contains in its depths, spe- 
ei&aIly in the BET for the most part, wolfram, tin, copper, zinc, lead, silver, graphite, 
gold, magnesium, uranium, tungsten, etc. It is easy to understand, therefore, why 
Qadhafi would like, at all costs, to see Chad on its knees economically, impoverished 
and dominated by him, even though he pretends not to know that the Chadian people 
will new dve him that chance. 

Chad’s size, the richness of its fauna, and its wonderful parks and wildlife 
preserves o&r tremendous tourism possibilities, espe&Uy in the BET, which contains 
beautiful f?esa~ painted on stone, natural hot springs and mountains of incomparable 
beauty, which are rare in Africa. Qadhafi knows that a peaceful Chad has no reason to 
envy I&y& in spite of the latter’s petrodollars. Quite the contrary. The vital space that 
Qadha6 wants to create for himself in Chad is not merely politically significant, but 
economically important as well. This is indeed the reason why he is desperately trying 
to destroy the country’s economic infrastructures. His significant intervention after 
1977 resultad in enormous damage throughout the Chadian economy, for exampk: 

-in human and material capital 
-in communiartions 
-in industries 
-in animal husbandry and wildlife 
-inialmeesandcumney,ete. 



II-DAMAGE: Its Various Aspects 
Although it is difficult to assess all the damage that has been suffered, one can get 

some idea, in order of importance, of the harm caused to Chad’s economy by Qadhafi. 
It is considerable, and concerns the following: 

-the production sector 
-natural resources 
--devalued, destroyed, or ineffective investments 
-the financial cost of the Chadian people’s war of resistance 
-the disruptive effects of the general slackening of eeonotnic activity 
-the cost of economic rehabilitation through further indebtedness. 

I .-Prodnedoa and Investment 

A comparison between the added value of the commercial sector in 1977, i.e., 30 
billion CFA francs, and its 1984 level-3 billion CFA fmnes, shows the extent of the 
damages suffered by Chad, and the resultant substantial reductions in the salaries paid 
to the employees of this sector. In 1977.2 I billion CFA francs were paid out in salaries, 
including; 

-2.3 billion for the five largest firms, and 
-1 I .3 billion for public administration. 

In 1984, the aggregate salaries paid declined to I S.7 billion. The public administra- 
tion’s share then amounted to 6.1 billion only, that is, it had ken educed by alma 
OIW-half. 

During the same period, private investment declined by SO perceot, going from 8.7 
billion in 1977 to 4.8 billion in 1984. The rate of investment, which tupmented I7 per- 
cent of the gmss domestic product in 1977, fell to I2 mt in 1984, whqeas an aver- 
age yearly rate of 25 percent was needed. 

As umeerns the added value of the traditional sector, 52 billion CFA &attes, this 
tined pm&ally stationaty at its face value. Rec8use of the war, industM 
production, with the exccptioa of COTONTCHAK?, went from 41.2 billion in 1977 to 
29 billion in 1984, showing a drop of I2 billion or so CFA ties. 

As in the ease of private investment, the level of public investment has also 
suffered the elkets of Qadhafi’s dirty war. As a matter of fact, net public investments 
reached 16.5 billion CFA francs in 1977 (including 15.909 billion in subsidies), as 
against 17.5 billion in 1984 (including 16.7 billion in subsidies). In relative terms, it is 
not metely a matter of stagnation, when one knows that it is in large moawreaquestion 
of rehabilitation. 

The result& loss of profit for the state, the unemployment wltich has ensued, and 
thedtiicitinour~n~oftradearc~mmanyfsctonto~~~in~the 
damage suffmd by Chad, for which it should be eompnurted by law. Chadian 
President Alhadj His&n HabrC’s arpummt at Geneva II that his eoutttry ttee&d fbttds 
ttmountingto4~bill~far~,w&ieltisthebrpr~ 
Uto partial fehabilitation of the infq 
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No sector has escaped the destruction imposed by the madman of Syrta. 
-The state has seen its resources dwindle considerably in relation to its economic 

and social obligations; 
-Tens of thousands of workers have been forced into unemployment, with all of 

the social problems that this entails, e.g., delinquency. abandonment of children, 
relaxation of moral standards, desertion of the cities because of the war, a general 
decline in the living standard, with its negative effects on health and diet, housing, 
etc. . . 

Resides, what could be more logical, when we know that as of 31 December 1986, 
there were in Chad only 1,405 employers with approximately 20 employees each, as 
against 2,045 employers with similar numbers of employees in 1977, with a consequent 
loss of benefits, such as family allowances, and coverage for work-related accidents, and 
illness. When one knows that a worker in Chad, of whatever category, supports no few- 
er than ten “mouths** directly or indirectly, one can gauge all the harm that Qadha6 has 
caused Chad And this is not among the least of the struggles of the government of the 
Third Republic, which requires complete African and international solidarity to meet 
the economic challenge. 

2 Materiel IkstmeUou 

Libya’s expansionistic adventure has caused enormous material damage. Nothing 
has been spared: roads, telecommunications, airports, wells and watering places, oases, 
and town water supplies. Q&ha6 programmed a policy of systematic destruction. The 
testoration of these aasets is already very costly for Chad and will be even more so in 
the 6ttlue~ 

a Housing 
The massive destruction carried out by Qadhafi has affected the most varied 

seetom such as housing and government buildings. Using N’Djamtna as one example 
only, considerable damage was caused there by Qadhafi’s armies in 1981, and is still 
pardally visibk: 

Sixty-five percent of the government buildings in the city need major repairs (as 
evidenced by the rebuilding of Government House, which cost no less than 700 
million); 

Forty-five percent of the housing units are beyond repair, and since 7 June 1982, 
the Government has bad to make great efforts to lo&e the families made homeless by 
the war and accommodate the administrative services. 

The reconstruction of Government House and the Administration Buildin@ cust no 
less than 633 million in each case. Many business firms do not plan to return to Chad 
becuuse of the extremely high costs of restoring their places of business. Rnowing that 
the rebuilding of a five-room house costs between twenty and fifty million CFA francs, 
which is approximately the cost of construction, is sufficient to give one an idea of the 
general costs. The capital is thus condemned for some time to come to this distressing 
spectacle, which is the tangible proof of Qadhafi’s evil doing, 

e6i3rtatopfwidethesahd 
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Since 1983, the Urban and Rural Hydrolo8ieal Service has succeeded in repairing 
only four hundred of the two thousand existin wells. By estimating a cost of 290,000 
CFA francs per meter for a simple well averaging 45 meters in depth, the loss for each 
well destroyed or abandoned by people fleeing from the battle zones amounts to 
thirteen million CFA francs. 

No less than 1.8 billion CFA francs have been included in the investment budget 
for the constnaction of new wells, seventy-eight million for thirty borings (2.6 million 
per boring), and 1.8 million for the repair of a basic well. The damage caused in Chad 
by the expansionist war that has been waged by Qadhafi for years has to be estimated in 
the hundreds of billions. The systematic poisoning of the watering places in the 
northern part of the country during the occupation placed the people and the livestock 
in ttqically dangerous situations, in view of the fact that no help could be brought to 
them. Having deeided to obliterate ah traces of life as he passed throqh the country, 
Qadhah used chemical weapons extensively, e.&, phosphorus bombs, napalm, and 
defolianta, destroying people, animals and vqgetation. 

The only choice left to the women and children was to flee under the Libyan 
bombs, alon with their livestock, and take r&a8e in areas which had been liberated. 

c. Livestock and WiklUe 

This picture would be incomplete however, if we failed to take into account the 
livertockthathoe~forlackofwater.Logsesinlivestockbetwan 1973and 1984 
are mughly estimated at ten million head, and it would be erroneous to attribute these 
losr#tothedroughtPlonc,whenitis~~thatthetivestocltcannotBndawellftom 
whichtodrinlsaadthatthemaintenaMxsmictscannottcpairasiagleone~~of 
thewar. 

The losses are exceedingly high in any case. For the above-mentioned period of 
time, and at an average export price of 7S,OOO CFA francs, the losses to the breeders 
and the state amounted to no less than seven hundred billion. 

But the Libyan sgorerror did not stop them, and a fact that is little-known outside 
the country, i.e., the pillage of livestock and wildlife, must be denounced here and now. 

As a matter of fact, d&n8 the 198 1 occupation, Qadhati organized the systematic 
plundering of cattle and smaller livestock. Larobcapacity trucks would return to Libya 
crammed full of steers, sheep, donkeys, horses, goats, and chickens. Nor were &wood 
and coal left behind in Chad. 

And what is worse, Libyan soldiers organixed helicopter parties to hunt cattle, 
machine-gunning for their own amusemen therdswhoseshephdsdidnotescapethe 
carnage. The shephed who fled began to come back only after 7 June 1982, when 
peace returned to the seasonal grazing areas, where they could freely we and look af- 
ter their livestock, which had been saved from the plunder and massscre of the Libyan 
horde. 

&tQadbati’oinvabiagarnrydidnotlimitiuietftotbepkudtr~~ve 
dsrtnrctionofliveorodr.The~specicsofowwildlifedidaotcscape~oa~mrtQ 
lselmLE~pr#aibkiathcwayofalaugtrterandth+nwnucMiedcwt.TLwllbyra 

w+awBmdw 
-iioas,m 
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giraffes nor oryxes were spared in the rush to adorn the sitting rooms and farms of peo- 
ple who care little about protecting nature or preserving animal species, some of which 
have disappeared from the area since the passage of Libya’s barbarian invading troops. 

As far as Qadhali is concerned, anything which cannot be obtained peacefully must 
be taken forcibly, stolen or destroyed. He tolerates no resistance to his will, and this is 
what Africa and the World must understand. 

The Libyan Air Force’s systematic bombing of oases in the BET is part of 
Qadhafi’s scorched earth policy. Contrary to all the rules of warfare, the Libyan Army 
rabble went so far as to release rodents among the date-palms and in the irrigated culti- 
vated lands, with the aim of starving the population by destroying their food supply. All 
the while, the Libyan Army at Ouadi-Doum had extensive wheat fields which had been 
irrigated by the occupation force. One more proof, if there is need of one, that Qadhafi 
was not merely passiag throt@ Chad. 

d. Communications are the nerve eenter of development, because they permit 
exchanges of men and goods. Although Chad’s highway system was inadequate--its 
maximum potential being 7,ooO kilometers of main roads at the timt+the country has 
no roads today because of the war. ft is sufficient, if one has to he convinced of this 
fact, to glance at the fun.ts allocated for b@hway repair in the investment budget: 

N’Djam6~Ab&h&2.6 billion 
Ranem roads-123 billion as part of overall development 
Recomon of NDjam&ta43uehmden84ahr road-three billion 

Hi&way maintenan~A billion. 
Damage and desUucGon at N’Djam&na’s airport were so extensive that 3.8 billion 

will be needed to repair it. No less than one billion will be needed as a first installment 
to save the airport at Ab6ch6. 

During 1977-78, Chad had smed a maiemization program for its telecommuni- 
eatknts system. A ground station, which has since been destroyed, was built. Repairs 
and mtoration now cost 1.25 billion. Roads, terrier and bri@s have all felt the 
comquences of the Libyan war of invasion. And when one realizu the distance 
between Chad and the nearest ports, the delkieneies in our communications networks 
merelyaddtotheothercosts. 

III-SOCIAL DAMAGE 
e. He&b 
The strength of a country is also measured by the state of its he&h; one cannot 

conceive of a strong economy with a people sufferin from endemic diseases. This is 
why the Government of the Third Republic is endeavoring to repair all the damage to 
human health caused by the Libyan venture in Chad. Thanks to hrm action by few 
lthdlydoaorcounuier,emegncy prevention programs were implemented to, ect 
the people by vaccination. The expanded vaccination program for example will as 
much as I.5 billion dollars. 

- Rostomtion of health and hospital network I.7 billion. 
- 8ttpport to public health and hospitals, 3.8 bi 

YB. 
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It is a well known fact that assessing damage done to human life is practically im- 
possible. Qadhafi’s crime against the Chadian people is therefore immeasurable in one 
respect: the physical and health damage that wiil emerge only in future generations. 

- material damage caused by destruction of costly qualitative gains achieved over 
the years and compromised by Qadhafi’s madness, and 

- damage resulting from the new cost of rebuilding the population’s health. 

The enthusiasm for child vaccination evinced by mothers during the latest 
UNICEF-funded campa@ organized under the chief of state’s personal sponsorship 
showed that the need is being strongly felt by a population so long deprived of basic 
health care. 

Diseases pronounced checked have reappeared and their eradication will again 
require extensive financial efforts. 

How could one fail to understand that Qadhafi decided to weaken the health of a 
people he could not dominate militarily or bribe into espousing his cause and his 
woolly, utopian and ‘%yncretistic’* ideology. 

f. Yonth&umtiam As we showed earlier, the Chadian population is young and 
dynamic; Qadhafi knows this and had to turn to mercenary surrogates to fitit his dirty 
waq in his own brand of lo&, what can represent Chad’s fututw, i.e., its youth and its 
education must be destroy& 

Letusnotf~thatQadhaflhasbetnwasineanalloutwarinChad,withthean- 
nihilation of youth as one of his hidden but primary objectives. If no one were vigilant, 
school@ would m after thirty years, and illiteracy would increase, with dire 
results, for example: 

- in the lack of national cadres aad agin of responsible classes in public life; 

-insocialcontli~and 

- in unemployment, an utban sub-proletariat its their many probkms. 

It obviously is nothing less than a long-term social and economic war. Qadhafi, 
while entertaining Africa, was preparing an extensive program against Chad, for the re- 
-ion of a people who had been resisti~ him for more than 20 years. 

In this regard the damage is also enormous; it requires such major resources that 
there can never be too much assistance from friends and donor countries. WC must prc- 
serveourhuman msoumes in order to ensure a smooth development in years to come. 

g Flslraocr: A war must be fed, it costs a lot to the economy: 

- human cast&ties; 

- material losses; 
- dertnrctioaofinveBtmen~and 

-dowin#downor~and~ 

iaitaM.W~ tbhisiuddtheffrte 
Sibh?dMt15,tOldrn~. 
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His obvious aim was: 
- to prevent Chad from devoting its scant mmrces to the welfare of its 

population; 
- to destroy production tools and infrastructures for which Chad had run up a 

heavy debt, and 
- to paralyze any development effort by jeopardizing investments. 
A few facts will tell all: 
The national budget was hardly able to evolve; it even regressed in real terms. 
- Revenue 1977 - 16.2 billion 

1984 - 14.4 billion 
- Expenditures 1977 - 16.2 billion 

1984 - 16.5 billion 
Of these national resources, annual military expenditures amount to 10 billion at 

least, which could have been devoted to the social sector, namely health, education, cul- 
ture. To this enormous budgetary effort must be added bilateral aid from friendly 
countries, all transfers of resources that could also have been used for development 
rather than war. An assistance which reduced development aid by so much. 

To this public effort must be added voluntary citizen contributions in various 
forms (estimated at 3 to 4 billion a year since 1983), which is an added sacrifice by citi- 
zens to protect their threatened security. 

The direct msult is the reduction of state services in other sector 
- saiarieseutbyhalf; 
- reduced social services; 
- reduced administrative capability due to lower budget appropriations. 
Since the state is the biit employer, economic and social implications are 

smlwaF 
- lower consumption by civil service families; 
- business slowdown with lower levels of sales; 
- no possibility of amassing savings; 
- early tetirement and release in order to save money. 
The secret objective of Qadhafi’s aggression was indeed to bring about the 

country’s economic paralysis and social destitution, which would lead to manipulation 
and so&l troubles, in short to the countty*r slow death. 

The damage suffered by Chad is estimated in the hundreds of billions: 
- depreciation of earnings is no less than 15 billion annually; 
- las of revenue by public employees is about 6 billion annually. 
At&esametime,thedestrWionofeconomieinf~ had lE@itive 

con~induding 
- eirlru#;nadUltg&dty; 
- t@ltecolraty’s~dDpsRllgLLtB; 
--i-“rc11p*gMiogtfddn 
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IV-DISRUPTION OF THE BANKING SYSTEM 
As a whole the banking system in April 1983 found itself with 2 1.2 billion of debts 

in arrears, which may not even be cleared in 1988. Resurgence of parapublic and 
private sector activities was therefore compromised. 

- modern sector commercial companies were unable to resume all their activities 
for lack of resources to meet their banking commitments and rebuild their work 
tools; 

- vital state companies were kept operative through austerity measures .IJL were 
as damaging to the State, which had to give up tax collection, as to its 
employment policy, social services and consumption. COTONTCHAD’s debt 
to the banking system is one telling example among others. 

Government promoted economic resurgence is facing many constraints, therefore: 
- the burden of the banking moratorium that limits the possibility of credit to 

clients; 
- a very cautious credit policy due to low revenue levels that do not promote a 

normal consumption level; 
- the closing of the Banque du Developpement, which could have filled in for 

other banks in areas where they cannot operate, including long term credit to 
the a8ricultural’or rural sectors; 

- the unavadability of many organixations’ resources, hindering their atiivities. 
In short, many factors that do not contribute much to the resurgence needed by 
the country, and whose delay will cost much more later. In this regard as in oth- 
ers the enormous damage suffered by the Chadian nation is being felt in daily 
life. 

Chad’s balance of payments deficit, which was 1.1 billion in 1977. reached 10.3 
billion in 1985, although major capital transactions occurred between 1983 and 1985. 
This deterioration can be explained by the joint effects OC 

- plummeting production and exports due to the destruction of part of the 
production machinery; 

- decmased exports; 
- increased imports necessitated by the rebuilding of destroyed public and 

private capital, plus imported inflation. 
A lasting improvement in this situation can be foreseen only if Libya’s aggression 

against Chad ceases, and sizable resources will be needed to restore the economic 
infrastructure that the madman of Syrta relentlessly set out to destroy. 

V-PROFITLESS INDEBTEDNESS 
Some of the damage suffered by Chad because of Libyan aggression was very 

pernicious and generally escaped public attention. For years, Chad had to borrow in or- 
der to: 

- buyequipmcnt; 
-buiuroadsBrosds,hoapihospitotsandclinicr; 
-mm ala 
-~ajstlseigeylw 
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While it may be deemed relatively small compared to that of some countries, this 
debt is nevertheless a heavy burden for a country whose meager resources are being di- 
verted for security purposes. 

At the end of 1986: 
- the external debt outstanding is 71.152 million CFA francs, with arrears 

amounting to 24.7 billion, or the state operating budget. The overall debt 
amounts to 26.3 percent of the GDP and debt servicing amounts to 15.2 
percent of exports. Yet, in order to retain its credibility, Chad has to deal 
simultaneously with the following: 

- payment of its debt, whose counterpart in investments has sometimes been 
destroyed and is therefore lost; 

- the financial burden of its resistance to Qadha6% colonial war, and 
- normal operation of its administration and social setices. 

Some of the debts the country continues to repay today are being reimbursed at 
a loss since the objects for which they were incurred have been destroyed. 

Concerning the studies, some did not lead to an investment and should be resumed 
today at high cost; these include studies on a cement plant, which is deemed too 
expensive today although it was viable in 1977. Studies on and the building of Lalre 
Chad polders will probably cost more today than in 1979. Finally, as concerns 
N’djam&na*s water supply and the dminage of rain water, it will be back to square one. 
The longer the &lay, the higher the cost, though the list is aot comprehensive. 

As in other areas, Qadhafi’s unavowed objective is to strangle Chad financially. 
Capital in&c would obviously stop if he managed to make the CouILtry insolvent. 

Considering the thorny problem of Third World indcbtedn~ it seems that the 
success of Qadh&s diabolical policy would surely in&t more damage to Chad, with 
incalculable consequences: 

- lack of interest on the part of foreign investors; 
- inclusion of Chad on the black list of insolvent countries, with an attendant loss 

of political credit internationally; 
- external financial asphyxation. 
It is with full knowledge of the situation that Qadhafi has been waging this dirty 

war against our country, a war highly detrimental to our economy, a thrtat to the whole 
of Africa, and utterly destabilizing today as tomorrow. 

Chad is a country with valuable assets, in a position to become economically 
strong; Qadhafi knows this and is trying desperately but without success to crush it. 

The Government of the Third Republic is determined, however, to take up both 
challen~ under President Habrt’s banner, nasnelyz 

- the challenge of Qadhafi’s expansionism and 
- the challenge of economic development, relying primarily on its own forces, 

which are: 
- its healthy, brave, deteimined and oqa&ed peo& 
- itsnatumlmand z- 
-itsf&itintkfhmfe. 

-- 



fn order to achim this, all Chad wants ia total sovcr&nty within its 1,284,ooO 
s~uore Luometaq and it further hopes for Af’caa and international solid&y to 
stimulate its cwnoany, and take care of the health and education of its mm, 

. . . . . ,.I. 
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CONCLUSION 



Colonel Qadhafi proclaimed to anyone who would listen, that he did not recognixe 
the borders inherited from the colonial era. Worse still, he believed he had been vested 
with a mission as a liberator, and as such, funded activists on every continent. But 
Chad was the place where he committed his own Army. On the strategic and 
psychological planes, the outcome of the Libyan Army’s campaign in Chad was to be a 
determining factor in Colonel Qadhafi’s subsequent subversive activities in Africa and 
throughout the world. 

Early on, the Libyan Army blithely violated territories bordering on Chad. (Sudan 
recognixed this fact as it concerned its own territory). If this Army were to succeed in 
taking control of Chad, Colonel Qadhafi’s dreams would be strengthened, and he would 
have a well-placed springboard from which to embark on the conquest of other ttatioas. 
He would respect the borders of none of the neighboring countries, and force of arms 
would then replace international law. 

First of all to maintain peace in the region and, by extension, protect the 
preeminence of the law, it is urgent and essential to defeat Libyan expansionism w~ete 
it Brst appeared, i.e., in Chad. The countries of this region thst of al& and along with 
them all the countries that have respect for law and are attached to the idea of peace, 
have a wide raage of legal means by which they can thwart Cohmel QadhaPa 
campaigns and prevent his expansionism from gaining a foothold. Beyond the mrvice 
they would be rendering Chad, these countries would, by condemnittg QadhafPs 
activities in every forum (the OAU, the UN, the Non-Aligned Movement, and the 
ICO), help to deter Colonel Qadhafi from his military ventures. At the very least, they 
would be guardmg against a possible extension of the battlefIeld to their own lands. At 
any rate, the greatest error for them would be to believe that Qadhatl is a disas@r for 
Chad and the Chadians alone. 
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